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New lower bounds for linear forms in n (> 2) elliptic logarithms in the CM case 
are established. The estimate is better than all previous estimates with respect to 
some of the parameters that appear. It may be interesting to notice that the product 
logA, ... log A,, in the lower bound (see the Corollary of Theorem 1) is of exactly 
the same form as in the lower bounds for linear forms in logarithms of algebraic 
numbers (see A. Baker [in “Transcendence Theory: Advances and Applications.” 
(A. Baker and D. W. Masser, Eds.), pp. l-27, Academic Press, New York, 19771) 
and this is the first time such a parallelism has been achieved. To obtain the above 
lower bounds a zero estimate on the group variety Gz x E (C” x E) is established 
(with E being an elliptic curve with CM), which is sharper than that derived from 
the general results in D. W. Masser and G. Wiistholz (Znuentiones Math. 63 
(1%1), 81-95). ‘c 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS 
Let @I(Z) be a Weierstrass elliptic function determined by the differential 
equation 
(k;, ‘W2 = 4Mw3 - gz B(z) - g3 3 (1.1) 
where g,, g, are algebraic numbers with g: # 27g:. Let E be the elliptic 
curve defined by the equation 
y2=4x3-g2x-g3. (1.2) 
We parameterize E as 
x = 53(Z)> Y = P’(z) (1.3) 
and write p = p(z) = ( $I (z), @ ‘(z)), w h ere the parameter z ranges over all 
complex numbers not lying on the period lattice .Y of g(z). We can view E 
as a group variety whose origin 0 is the point at infinity. 
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We now define 
/i, =po +&u, + ... +Pn%. 
where PO,..., p, are algebraic numbers, not all zero, and U, ,..., U, are algebraic 
points of p(z); by an algebraic point of $J (z) we mean a number u E CC (the 
field of complex numbers) such that either p(u) is algebraic or u is a pole of 
p(z). Siegel proved in 1932 that there exists U, E Y’ such that /i , f 0. 
Schneider proved in 1937 that /i 1 # 0 when n = 1, u1 # 0, and n = 2, p, = 0, 
U, # 0, u2 # 0, provided that @(u,z) and ,&J(u~z) are algebraically 
independent. In 1968, Baker [ 41 proved that /i , # 0 when n = 2, j?,, # 0, and 
U, , u2 are fundamental periods of p(z). In 1975, Masser [ 191 showed that 
/ii # 0 in the case when p(z) has complex multiplication and U, ,..., u, are 
linearly independent over the corresponding complex quadratic field k. 
Subsequently Coates, Lang, and Anderson have given quantitative 
refinements of this result; see Anderson [ 1, 21. See also Groscot [ 121 when 
g,, g, are rational integers divisible by 4. The estimates are somewhat 
weaker than those established in the case of linear forms in logarithms. Their 
methods extended Baker’s [5] method by utilizing Bashmakov’s [6] result 
concerning the Galois group of division points of p(z) (see also Lang’s 
book [ 16)). We simply call these methods Baker’s method. 
In 1980, Bertrand and Masser [8], by means of the Schneider-Lang 
theorem, proved that /1, # 0 in the case when p(z) has no complex 
multiplication and U, ,..., U, are linearly independent over the field Q of 
rational numbers. Their method can be extended to furnish a new proof of 
Masser’s theorem, stated in the preceding paragraph, and adapted to yield 
quantitative results, but these are weak compared with the lower bounds 
obtained by Baker’s method. 
Our primary purpose in this paper is to prove a new lower bound for ]A, / 
with j3, = 0 and n > 2, i.e., for l/i 1, where 
A =&q + ... +Pnun with n > 2, 
assuming that p(z) has complex multiplication over the complex quadratic 
field k. (Henceforth we will always keep this assumption.) Let K be a 
number field of degree D over Q containing the field k and the numbers 
g29 &~PlY~ j?,, @(ui), @ ‘(ui) with 1 < i < n and ui & 9’. We use the 
logarithmic absolute height h(a) for a E a (the field of all algebraic 
numbers) and h(p) on the elliptic curve E (for the details see Sect. 2 below). 
We suppose that /?,,...,/I,, are linearly independent over k and ui # 0 
(1 < i < n). For each i with 1 < i < n, let pi = p(ui) if ui 6Z 9 and let pi = 0 
(the point at infinity) if ui E 9. Suppose that Vi, V, Y, W are positive 
numbers satisfying 
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Then we have 
THEOREM I. There exists a constant c > 0 depending effective/y on n 
and E such that 
IA 1 > exp(-cPv, a** v,(w+ log(Dv) + Y)n(n-‘Y-n2). 
The meaning of dependence on E of a constant will be clarified at the end 
of Section 2. 
Moreover, if we suppose that 
UjE17={t,w,+t*W*(O~t*,t,< 1) (l<i<n), 
where wl, w2 is a fixed fundamental pair of periods of p(z), and let Ai 
(1 < i < n), B be positive numbers such that 
A j > maX(H(@ (Ui)), 0 (1 <i<n), 
A,<A,<...<A,, 
B > mWV,L MP,), e), 
where H(a) denotes the usual height of algebraic number a (i.e., the 
maximum of the absolute values of the coefficients of its minimal polynomial 
over Z, the ring of rational integers), then Theorem 1 has the following 
COROLLARY. There exists a constant c, > 0 depending effectively on n 
and E such that 
jA( > exp{-c,D”* logA, ..a logA,Jlog B + log logAJ”‘“-” 
(log log.4 J-q. (1.4) 
The previously best known result, due to Anderson 12, Theorem IV], states 
that 
(A / > exp{-c;D ~2+4nt6t~(~og~,~~)"Z+~-~t~~og~, 
. (log B + log log A,) . (log log(B log A.))“+‘+‘}, 
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where c; depends effectively on n, E, and the arbitrarily chosen E > 0. Our 
lower bound (1.4) is usually much stronger in its dependence on A 1 ,.... An 
except when An is much larger than A n _ , ; it is stronger in its dependence on 
D, but weaker in its dependence on B. It may be interesting to notice that the 
product log A, ... log A,, in (1.4) is of exactly the same form as in the lower 
bounds for linear forms in logarithms of algebraic numbers (see Baker IS]), 
and this is the first time such a parallelism has been achieved. We remark 
further that Theorem 1 implies Masser’s important theorem (stated in the 
second paragraph above) in the case when & = 0 by some simple argument 
from linear algebra. We have thus given the third proof of that theorem (with 
/I, = 0). We remark also that in the case when n = 2 the hypothesis of 
Theorem 1 and the Corollary on the linear independence (over k) of /3, ,..., /I,, 
can be relaxed to that of assuming A # 0 (see the author’s forthcoming 
paper [29]) and that a result of this type (with respect to A i ,..., A,) for n = 2 
was claimed by G. V. Chudnovsky in his address on ICM, Helsinki, 1978 
(see [ll]). 
Our secondary purpose is to prove a result on the linear dependence of 
algebraic points of ,$J (z). Let u1 ,..., U, (n > 2) be algebraic points of p(z), D 
and Vi (1 < i < n) be positive numbers such that 
where pi =p(u,) if ui 6$ io and pi = 0 if ui E Y. Denote by P the ring of 
endomorphisms of 9 (see Section 2 for details). Then we have 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that u, ,..., u, are linearly dependent over k. Then 
there exist u, ,..., (T, in b, not all zero, and a constant c2 > 0 depending effec- 
tively on E, such that 
U,#, + -.* +o,u,=o 
and 
/ui12 < (c& - l)‘D’(log D)2)“-‘V, -1. V,/Vi (1 <i<n). 
Furthermore, if we suppose that 
O#UiE17 (1 <i<n), 
and let A i (1 < i < n) and D be positive numbers such that 
Ai > maX(ff(@ (Ui>h e>, 
D > max(ee, [k(gz, g3, @(ui)> B ‘(ui): 1 < i < n): k(g2, g3)1), 
then we have 
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THEOREM 2’. Suppose that u, ,..., u, are linearly dependent over k. Then 
there exist aI ,..., a,, in 0, not all zero, and a constant c; > 0 depending effec- 
tively on E, such that 
u,u, + *** +unU,=O 
and 
lai12<(ci(n- 1)2D2(logD)2)“-110gA,~~~logA~/logAi (1 <i<n). 
Note that Theorems 2 and 2’ improve Anderson [2, Theorem II]. By 
virtue of Theorem 2, it is not difficult to see that we may assume that in 
Theorem 1 ai,..., u, are linearly independent over k; in other words, 
Theorem 1 is a consequence of Theorem 1’) given below (we will deduce 
Theorem 1 from Theorem 1’ later on, in Sect. 8). For n > 1, let uO, u, ,..., u, 
be algebraic points of &D(Z) which are linearly independent over k and 
/3, ,..., /?,, be algebraic numbers such that 1, p, ,...,/3, are linearly independent 
over k. Suppose that K is a number field of degree D over Q containing the 
field k and the numbers g,, g,, /3, ,..., /3,, @(ui), 8 ‘(Ui) with 0 < i < n, 
ui&Y’. For O<i< n, put pi=p(ui) if ui@Y and pi= 0 if uiEY’. 
Suppose that 
Vi > max(l, h(Pi), /uil*/‘D) (0 < j ,< n), 
’ = ,yF<“, vi 2 
\, 
1 <Z < Ot,$:, min(DVi, log(eDVi/lui]‘)), 
,\ 
J= w+ log(DV), 
‘0 2 IPil’ ‘i (1 Gign). 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
Write n =/3,U, + .a* +PnU,-Uo. 
THEOREM 1’. There exists a constant c’ > 0 depending effectively on n 
and E such that 
IA ( > exp(-~‘~‘“+1b2~o . . . v,(J + Z)n(n+ 1)Z-“(n+2))e 
The main part of the present paper is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1’. 
The proof is divided into analytic and algebraic parts. The analytic part uses 
Waldschmidt’s [26] powerful interpolation method in several variables (see 
Lemma 2.13 below). Following some general ideas of Nesterenko, Brow- 
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nawell and Masser [lo], Masser [21], and especially of Masser and 
Wtistholz (221, with some modification, we prove a zero estimate on the 
group variety Gz X E (C” x E) which is sharper than that derived from the 
general results established in [22], thereby completing the algebraic part. 
2. PRELIMINARIES FOR ANALYTIC PART 
Let a be an algebraic number of degree d > 1, H(a) be its height, a0 > 0 
be the leading coefficient of its minimal polynomial over L, a, ,..., ad be its 
conjugates. Write 
M(a) = a, fi max(1, Iail). 
i=l 
Let F be a number field containing a. We write 
H,(a) = n m=4L I al,), 
u 
where ZI runs over all valuations of F normalized in the usual way to satisfy 
the product formula n, lalc = 1 for a # 0. More precisely, for each 
embedding o of F into C there is an archimedean valuation v defined by 
Ial, = lG>l, and f or each prime ideal p of F with absolute norm Np there is 
a non-archimedean valuation v defined by /ale = (Np)-“, where pm is the 
exact power of p in the fractional principal ideal of F generated by a. Clearly 
(2.1) 
The number 
h(a) = ,F .tQ, log HAa) 
is independent of F, and we shall call h(a) the logarithmic absolute height of 
a. The relation 
(see, for example, Bertrand [7, Lemma 111) shows that 
h(a) = flog M(a). 
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For any algebraic numbers a, /3, a, ,..., a,, and any 0 # m E L, we have 
WV < h(a) + NO (24 
WY= (ml h(a), (24 
W4 + .*. f a,) < h(a,) + .a- + h(a,) + log n. (2.4) 
From the inequality 
M(a) Q (d + l)“‘H(a) 
(see Mahler [ 181) it follows that 
h(a) < f (log H(a) + log d) (2.5) 
since h(a) = log H(a) for a E Q and x + 1 <x2 for x > 2. 
We now quote a refined Liouville inequality. Denote by L(Q) the length of 
a polynomial Q, i.e., the sum of the absolute values of its coefficients. 
LEMMA 2.1 (Mignotte and Waldschmidt [24]). Let e1 ,..., 8, be algebraic 
numbers in a number field of degree d. Let Q be a polynomial in Z [x, ,..., x,.] 
having degree at most N, in xi (1 ,< i < r). If Q(r3, ,..., 8,) # 0, then 
I Q(e, ,..., e,)l 2 (L(Q))lmd exp -d i N,h(B,)) . 
i=l 
ProoJ See [24]. 
Denote by d the ring of endomorphisms of the period lattice P of p(z); 
that is, the ring of complex numbers p such that p9 E g. It is well known 
that B is a subring of finite index in the ring of algebraic integers of the field 
k. Henceforth we fix a fundamental pair w,, w2 of periods of &0(z) such that 
Im(o,/oi) > 0. Let a be the least natural number such that awz/w, E 6. 
Fix r = awl/WI. It is easily seen that d can be expressed in the form 
The elliptic curve E defined by (1.2) becomes a group variety after 
parameterizing by (1.3), and adding the point at infinity (denoted by 0). It 
inherits the usual law of addition on C. An algebraic point p on E is either 
the point at infinity 0 or a point on (1.2) with algebraic coordinates x, y. If 
F is any subfield of G containing the field k(g,, gJ, we write E(F) for the 
set consisting of all p on E with coordinates in F, together with 0. For 
p E e, z E C\Y, we define p0 = 0, pp(z) =p@z) if pz fZ 9, and pp(z) = 0 
if pz E Y. 
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LEMMA 2.2 (Anderson [2]). For any non-zero p E C there exist poly 
nomials A,(x), B,(x) in k(g,, g3)[x], which have no common zeroes in C. of 
degrees ]p/’ and lp]’ - 1, respectively, such that 
~,@z)=Ap(~3(z))/Bp(~(z)). (2.6) 
Furthermore, ifp = (x, y), pp # 0, and pp E E(F), then 
[F(x, Y) : J;I < IPI *- 
Proof See [2, Chap. 11. 
LEMMA 2.3. E(F) is an e-module with respect to addition on E and 
multiplication by elements of e. 
ProoJ: It is easily seen from the addition theorem for p(z) that 
p, + p2 E E(F) for any pl, p2 E E(F). It remains to show that sp E E(F) for 
any p E E(F). We may suppose that rp # 0, thus p = Q@(u), $I ‘(u)) for 
some u E C\P. From Lemma 2.2 we see that @(tu) E F. By differentiating 
(2.6) with p = r and putting z = U, we get @ ‘(ru) E F. Thus tp = 
(B @u), B ‘(tu)> E E(F). 
We now define the logarithmic absolute height h(p) and the N&on-Tate 
height h(p) on E(a). A thorough exposition can be found in Lang [ 16, 
Chap. IV]. For an algebraic point p on E (see (1.2)) given by x = a, y = p, 
and a number field F containing a, define H,(p) by 
H,(P) = H,(a). 
As before, the number 
h(P) = [F t,, 1% HAP) 
is independent of F and is called the logarithmic absolute height ofp. Define 
also h(0) = 0. It can be shown that for any point p E E(n) the limit 
Qp) = $?I 2-2mh(2mp) (2.7) 
exists and satisfies 
Ih(p) - h(p)1 < n P-8) 
for some K depending effectively on g,, g,. (For the effectiveness of K see 
Zimmer [31].) We call 6(p) the N&on-Tate height of p. It is known that 
h(p) is a quadratic form. 
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LEMMA 2.4 (N&on and Tate). Let p,,..., p,, be any points ofE@), and 
m,,..., m, be any rational integers. Then 
h(m,p, + *a* + m,p,)= i i qijmimj 
where f=l j=1 
‘lij = 4tff(Pi + Pj> - K(Pi) - h^(Pj)) (l<i,j<rz). 
Proof: See [ 16, Chap. IV, Sects. 3,4]. 
It follows from Lemma 2.4 that 
6(mp) = m ‘l(p) 
for any m E Z, p E E(a) and 6 vanishes exactly at the torsion points of E 
(i.e., the elements of finite order of the group E). Later we shall use the 
following 
LEMMA 2.5. For any pl, p2 in E(a), 
(&PI + PJY2 G (&P,)Y + (@P2W2. 
ProoJ For any m, , m, in Z, by Lemma 2.4 we obtain 
k(m,p, + m,p,)= am: + 2bm,m, + cm:, (2.9) 
where a=L(p,), b= f(&p, +@--h(pI)-i(p2)), c=h^(p,). If a=c=O, 
then p1 + p2 is torsion whence h(p, + p2) = 0 and the lemma holds trivially. 
So we may assume that a > 0. Since h^ > 0 on E(a), the quadratic form 
ax2 + 2bxy + cy* is non-negative on H2, whence on Cl*. Thus, by continuity, 
it is non-negative on R*. Therefore 
b2 < ac. 
Put m, = m, = 1 in (2.9) to obtain 
h^(p, + p2) = a + 2b + c < (a’/* + c”*)~. 
This proves the lemma. 
We now prove that for any p E B and p E E(G), 
4PP) = lPl2 L(P)- (2.10) 
If p = 0, (2.10) is obvious. Suppose now that p + 0. By Lemma 2.2 and [16, 
Chap. IV, Theorem 1.11 we see that 
@“w) - bl* W”p) = O(l), 
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where O(1) is bounded on E(a). This together with (2.7) implies (2.10). On 
combining Lemma 2.5 and (2.10) we obtain 
LEMMA 2.6. For any pi E Ccp, pi E E(a) (1 < i < n), 
h^@, PI + **. +PnPn)04Pl124PI)+ ... + IP,I’h(P,)). 
For an algebraic point p on E (see (1.2)) given by x = a, y = p, we define 
the degree d(p) ofp as 
d(P) = ]k(g*, g,, a7P): k(g*, g3)l. 
LEMMA 2.7 (Anderson and Masser [3]). There is a constant K, > 0 
depending effectively on g,, g, such that 
for any non-torsion p E E(a) with d(p) < D (D > 3). 
Proof See [3]. 
Remark. M. Laurent has shown in [ 171 that the lower bound in 
Lemma 2.7 can be improved by 
6(p) > ic;D-‘(log D/log log D)-” 
for D > ee with the constant K; > 0 depending effectively on g,, g,. This 
refinement is needed for the proof of our Theorem 2’. However, Lemma 2.7 
is sufficient for the proof of Theorem 2. 
For later references we quote a result from geometry of numbers. For 
z E C denote by .Y its complex conjugate. 
LEMMA 2.8. Let r > 0, s > 1 be integers and n = r + 2s. Suppose that 
mij E C (1 < i, j< n) satisfy the following conditions: 
(1) det(mi,) + 0; 
C2) fi*i-l.j= m2i,j (1 < i < s, 1 Q j < n); 
(3) mij (2s + 1 < i < n, 1 < j < n) are real numbers. 
Suppose further that a,,..., a,, are positive numbers such that a,,_, = a2i 
(l<i<s)and 
ala2 . * - a, > ] det(m,)]. 
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Then there exist x, ,..., x, in B, not all zero, such that 
I I 
i mijxj <a, (i = 1,2), 
j=l 
(Here the inequalities for 3 < i < n are absent if r = 0, s = 1.) 
ProoJ See Weyl [27, pp. 162-I 631. We remark that the product b, . . . brz 
in [27, pp- 162-1631 should be read as (b, ea~ b,*)*. 
LEMMA 2.9. There exists a constant K~ > 0 depending effectively on g,, 
g, such that for any torsion point p,, of E of order N > 2 
d(p,) > K,hrllog N. 
ProoJ We first prove the lemma for 
N> (2/7r)(z- f(. (2.1 I) 
Recall t = au2/o, and put N, = aN. Obviously, we can write 
(2.12) 
for some a E @, where p(z) = ($I (z), @ ‘(z)) for z & P as defined in 
Section 1. On applying Lemma 2.8 with r = s = 1, we see that there exist x,, 
x2, xj in Z, not all zero, such that 
larx,-N,x,-tN,x,I~bN”*, 1x11 <NY 
where b = a((2/7c) 1 z - 71) ‘I2 Without loss of generality, we may suppose . 
that x, > 0. Thus on writing m = x, , p = x2 + xj z, we have 
1 ma - pN, I < bN’12, 
O<m<N. 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
Obviously m E Z, p E P, (m,p) # (0,O). We assert that m # 0. For 
otherwise we should have p # 0 and IpN, I f bN”2 (by (2.13)), whence by 
IpI= INorm@)\“* > 1 we should have N < (2/n) / 7 - fl, a contradiction to 
(2.11). This and (2.14) give 0 < m < N. Let 
u=ma-pN,. (2.15) 
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Obviously CJ E P. By 0 < m < N and (2.12), (2.15) we obtain 
Ofmp,=p (7) =p(T) (2.16) 
since p,, has order N. 
Fix F = k(g,, g3) and for zi E C\4p (1 ,< i < t) write F(p(zi): 1 < i < t) 
for the field F@(zi), @‘(zi): 1 < i < t). Let FM, be the N,-division field of 
p(z), i.e., 
Cv, =F(p(w,/N,), P(%/NJ). 
By Masser [20, Theorem], there exists a constant c > 0 depending effectively 
on g, , g, , such that 
[FN, : F] > cN;/log N, . (2.17) 
(Here the constant c should not be confused with that in our Theorem 1.) It 
follows from (2.16), (2.12), and Lemma 2.3 that 
F(p(Ty)) = F(w+J c F(P,) c F(P(QJ, /N,)). (2.18) 
So we have 
[F,, :Fl = F’,v, :F(P(~,/N,))I[F(P(~,/NI)) :F(P,)I[F(P,) :Fl. (2.19) 
Note that q/N1 = rwi/(aN,), so 
whence by Lemma 2.2 
h, : fT~(w,lN,Nl Q F P 
[(Et)) I 
: F(p(o,/N,)) < a’. (2.20) 
Further, by (2.18), (2.16), (2.15), (2.13), and Lemma 2.2 we have 
[F(p(w,/N,)) :F(p,)l G F(P(~,/N,)) :F P ( (%))I ~/~l*~~*N. 
(2.21) 
On combining (2.17), (2.19~(2.21) and recalling N, = UN, we see that there 
exists a constant rc; > 0 depending effectively on g,, g, such that 
d(p,) = [F(p,) : F] > cb-*N/‘(iog N + log a) 2 rc;N/‘log N. 
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This proves the lemma for N satisfying (2.11). So Lemma 2.9 follows 
immediately. 
Denote by a(z) the entire function with simple zeroes at the poles of @a(z). 
We have (see Whittaker and Watson [28, p. 4471) 
LEMMA 2.10. The functions a(z) and (a(z))’ g(z) are entire and for 
W > 1 their maximum moduli on jzI< W do not exceed eQwz, where c3 > 0 
depends on& on g, , g, . 
ProoJ: See Masser [ 19, p. 781. 
LEMMA 2.11. Suppose w E C is not a pole of p(z), such that 1 WI < W 
and ( $I (w)l < X for some W > 1 and X > 1. Then 
1 a(w > X-‘e-c4w2 
for some constant c4 > 0 depending only on g,, g,. 
Proof: See [3, p. 271. 
LEMMA 2.12. There exist constants c,, c, depending on w,, o2 with 
0 < cg, cs < 1 and c5 < minOzo~ip~w~ such that for any z E G with 
0 < Izl < cs, 
IP( > cfi w2. 
Proof: The assertion follows at once from the Laurent series of p(z) at 
z = 0: 
@(z)=z-* + f (2n + 1)sZnt2zZn, 
n=, 
where 
s,= c -& 
O#OSY OJ 
(See, for instance, [ 16, p. 91.) 
For any Ri > 0 (1 < i < n), write 
B(R I,..., R,) = I@,,..., z,JEC”IIzi(<Ri(l<i<n)}. 
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Iff(z1,***, z,,) is continuous on B(R, ,..., R,) we write 
Ifl~~R,,...,,z,~ = su~U-(z, 9.e.) z,z)l I (z, 3.v.. zn) E B(R,,-., R,,)I. 
The essential tool of the analytic part of our proof of Theorem 1’ is the 
following 
LEMMA 2.13 (Waldschmidt). Suppose that T > 1, n > 1 are rational 
integers, S, U, Ri, ri (1 < i < n) are positive numbers, and qA(z, ,..., zn) 
(1 < A < T) are continuous on and analytic in B(R 1 ,..., R,). Suppose further 
that 
3 < 0: s < u; (2.22) 
R e<L= . . . =R,<e”; 
5 r n 
and 
R, ’ (,U),+qTs logy 
i 1 
(2.23) 
(2.25) 
Then there exist rational integers a, ,..., aT with 
such that the function 
satisfies 
Remark. Waldschmidt has shown that the lemma holds more generally 
in the case when (2.23) and (2.25) are replaced by 
R. 
e<‘<eU 
r: 
(1 <i<n) 
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and 
(8U)n+1 < TS fi k+ 
i=l I 
respectively. But we need only the lemma with conditions (2.23) and (2.25). 
Proof of Lemma 2.13. Note that the case when R, = . . . = R,, 
r, = . . . = r,, is exactly Theoreme 3.1 of [26]. Now write R = R,, r = r,, 
b, = ri/r = R,/R. It is easily seen that the lemma follows at once on applying 
[26, Thtorime 3.11 to the functions 
cp:<z, v-*.9 ZJ = vPn@,z,,..., b,z,) (l<J<q. 
Throughout this paper, by dependence of a constant on the elliptic curve E 
we mean that it may depend on g,, g,, (0,) w2 and K, K,, K~ occurring in 
(2.8), Lemma 2.7 and Lemma 2.9, respectively. In the sequel, let C and c,, 
c8 .. . denote positive constants depending effectively on n and E, except if 
otherwise indicated. The proof of Theorem 1’ is given in Sections 3-6 and 
Sections 9-14. In Sections 3, 4, and 6 we suppose that C is large enough to 
justify the subsequent estimates and keep the hypotheses of Theorem 1’. We 
will prove Theorems 2 and 2’ in Section 7 and deduce Theorem 1 from 
Theorem 1’ in Section 8. 
3. SMALL VALUES 
For any positive q E Z, we see from Lemma 2.9 that 
4P(2 -‘WI)) > 4 2’/(q h4 2>, 
whence there is the least positive q. E Z such that 
P(2 -%ol) & E(K). 
This implies by Lemma 2.3 that 
z() = 2-%o, 6c Fpu, + **- + 424” + 9. (3.1) 
Let K, denote the field generated by the numbers r, g,, g,, $I (zJ, @‘(z,,), 
/3, ,..., /I,, @ (ui), @ ‘(ui) for 0 < i < IZ, ui 6Z 9 over Q, and put N = [K, : Cl]. 
Since u,, u, ,..., u, are linearly independent over k, there are at least n of 
them not in 9. It is easy to verify that 
N<4D, (3.2) 
641/20/l-2 
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for if q,, = 1 this follows from (1.1) and the well-known fact that 
@‘(w,/2) = 0; f i q,, > 2 this follows from Lemma 2.2 and the fact that 
0 + PP ‘-%q) E E(K). 
Further it is well known that we can fix a basis of K, over Q of the form 
where all the exponents t,,..., mjU are non-negative rational integers not 
exceeding N- 1. We now estimate h(<,). Note that for any algebraic a, a’ 
satisfying 
we have 
a “=4a3-gg2a-g3, 
Na’) S c7 m=(l, h(a)) 
by (2.2 j(2.4). Since h^(p(z,)) = 0, we see that 
WJ (zo)) = I Wzo)) - h^Mzo))l < K 
(3.4) 
by (2.8). Thus h(@ ‘(zo)) < c, max( 1, K). Let cg be a constant satisfying 
c,~1+1?1~logIZ~=h(r), 
5 2 ma4 al I9 K, h(P Go>)9 4-J ‘(zo>h ~(gA 4g3)). 
(3.5) 
From the definition of Vi and (3.4) we get 
h(P C"i>> G 'iy h(P'("i)) S c7 vi (3.6) 
for 0 <i < n, ui 6!G 9. Now on combining (2.2), (2.3) and (3.2), (3.3), (3.5), 
(3.6) we obtain 
h(C”) & 5c,N+ nNW+ N(1 + c,)(V, + a.. + V,) 
s c,D(W+ vo + *** + V"), (1 s v s w, 
whence by (2.1), (3.2) we have 
log It”1 s c,,D2(W+ v, + .a* + V,) (1 &v<N). 
Let 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
sf=cyp+qYo . . . ,“,;yJ+z)“y”‘“+” (0 S i Q n), (3.9) 
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wheres=n’+n+2; 
ri = 2c*si, R, = 2c,e(zt’)/2Si (1 <i<n); 
L = crpz+qro ... v 
n 
(J+qn*+.-lz-n(n+z) 3 
whereZ=n2+2n+2+(2n)-‘=stnt(2n)-1; 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
M= cn+‘D”(J t zyz-“; (3.12) 
~=Cr+lptl)2 
v, -.* V”(J+Z)n(n+l)Z-n(ntz); (3.13) 
s = (2N)?.T. (3.14) 
Write 
f,(z) = P M4z>>2~ fdz) = 4z). (3.15) 
PROPOSITION 3.1. For any rational integers I, ,..., A,, p, v with 
O,<&<L (I <i,<n), O<,u<hf, I,<v<N (3.16) 
there exists a rational integer aA,p,U (A = (A, ,..., A,)) satisfying 
where the maximum is taken for all A = (A, ,..., A,), ,u, v in (3.16), such that 
the function 
@(Z l,..., z,) = s a, p r,CL,zf~ ... z+(p(z, t ulz, + ... t 24,~~))~ . , A,U,C 
x (o(zo t UIZl •t -0. $ U,Z,))2'Ml 
zc 
AZ," 
aA,u," " 1 < 211 . . . z~q-& t UlZ, + *.. t u,z,))' 
x cfi(zo t u,z, t --. + u,z,))2('M1-p), (3.18) 
where the sums range over (3.16), satisfies 
I @ IBcr ,,..., rnj S e-“. (3.19) 
Proof Let 
vA,rr,“@ 19***, ZJ = r”+ *-* z;“(fJz, + u,z, t *** t u,z,)) 
x (f,(z, + UIZl + **a + UnZ,))2’[Ml-‘) 
for every (A,,u, v) in (3.16). It is easily seen that every v)~.~,~ is entire. We 
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now apply Lemma 2.13 to the $s. Here T = ([L] + l)“( [M] + 1 )N. We 
proceed to verify all the conditions (2.22)-(2.25) of Lemma 2.13. 
From (3.13) and (1.5) we see that 
u> CJ+lDn(“+‘yDVo) . . . (Dv,)z-” > cl+‘p(n+l)z> 32. 
so 
R R 
e < 1 Yr . . . = n = p+ I)/2 < e= < eC’* 
r1 r n 
On combining these with (3.14), we conclude that (2.22) and (2.23) are 
satisfied. 
To verify (2.24) we note that 
log(]z;~ * * * &(R,,...,,J <L ‘og(R, ... R,) G c,,L(Z + WS, ... S,>> 
(O<&,<L, 1 <i<n); (3.20) 
further, from (1.5) we see that 
lui12 <DVie’-‘, 
so 
(Ri luil)’ < (2c,e’Z+“‘2Si)2DVie1-Z < c,,DSfV, (1 <i<n), 
whence 
by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, and this gives, by Lemma 2.10, that 
log ]fi(ZO + UtZr + *** + w,w2(zo + UlZl + *.. + ~nZ”)2(‘M’-“)lB(RI,...,R”) 
< c,,DM(s: v, + * * * + s; V”) (O<P<W. (3.21) 
Thus, on combining (3.8), (3.20), (3.21), (3.2) and noting M> D by (3.12). 
s;v,= . . . = St, V, by (3.9), Si 2 C”D”* 2 1 by (3.9) and (1.5), we get 
1% 2 l~~,,.LJBCR I,.‘., R”) 
A,u,u 
< c,,D2(W+ V, + *** + V,) + CI,L(Z + log(S, -.* S,)) 
+ c,, DM(S; V, + **. +S;V,)+nlog(L+ 1)+log(A4+ l)+logN 
< cloD2 W + clsL(Z + log& ..a S,)) + c16DM(S; V, + ... + St, V,) 
< c&D* W + LZ + L log@; ..a S;) + DMS; V,), (3.22) 
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where the sum ranges over (3.16). Now (1.5), (3.1 l), (3.13) yield D <L and 
D2 WU-’ < DL WU-’ < C-’ (3.23) 
since W < J = W + log(Dv). From (3.9) and (3.11 k(3.13) we obtain 
LZU-’ < DL(J+ Z) U-’ = C-’ (3.24) 
DMS;V,,U-‘=C stn+1-(rtl) _ C-(2n)-’ - (3.25) 
and 
U-‘DL log(S; .d;)<U-‘DL((n+ l)slogC+n(n+ 1)210gD 
+n(n+1)lofP+n2(n+ l)log(J+Z)) 
<c,,U-‘DL(J+Z)logC 
< qsc-’ log c < c-1’2. (3.26) 
Thus, summing up (3.22)-(3.26), we obtain 
1% s IVIA,r.“lB(R,....,R,) <c,,w-’ + c-“2 + c-(2n)-‘)w u. 
.l.W.l~ 
This shows that (2.24) is satisfied. It remains to verify (2.25). We see from 
(3.10) - (3.14) that 
TS(log(R,/r,))“(8U)-‘“f1’ 
> L”MN(ZN)-‘U(Z/2)“(8U)-‘“+” 
> 2-4cnt 1)L”~pu-n 
= 2- 4(ntl)cnl+n+l-,,(/+I) _ 2-4(n+l)c > 1 - 
Thus (2.25), and therefore all the conditions of Lemma 2.13 are fulfilled. 
Now the conclusion of Proposition 3.1 follows from Lemma 2.13 
immediately. 
4. MANY ZEROES 
For later reference we first prove the following 
LEMMA 4.1, If f(z) is an entire function then for any w,, w2 E C with 
lw1--2lG 1, 
If(Wl> - f (w2l G 2 I Wl - w2I ;;t If(z 
where w  = 1 + max(l w, 1, I w2 I). 
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Proof: Obviously, we may suppose that w, # wz. Let g(z) = 
W) - f(w2Mz - w2> if z f wz and g(wz) = f’(wZ); then g(z) is an entire 
function. On applying the maximum-modulus theorem to g(z) and the region 
/zI < w, we get 
f(w,) -f(w2) 
Wl -w2 
= I g(w1.l G ,YE”, I &)I 
= max ‘(‘) -f(wz) < 2 max If(z)\ 
IZI=W z - w2 Izl=w . 
This proves the lemma. 
In this section, we assume that the parameters Si, ri, Ri, L, M, U, S have 
been chosen in (3.9 j(3.14). For A = (A ,,..., A,), ,B, v in (3.16), let u,~,,,,. be 
the rational integer in Proposition 3.1. Put 
N 
a vu .i,rr.= ii r A,1*,L’ ”
“=1 
and 
P(x *,...rx,,y)= 1 1 13, A” 11 aa I,..., A”,PXI *** xn Y . (4.1) 
W.$<L O<r<M 
l<l<fl 
Note that P # 0, since <i ,..., &,, form a basis for K, over Q and a,,,,, are not 
all zero. For any R > 0 write p(R) for the set of elements p of P with 
p = r + r’5, r, r’ E L, O<r, r’<R. 
Write 
P=@o,P * ,-**, P,> E p*+ l, u = (uo, Ul ,***, UJ' 
p * u =pouo + ‘.’ +p,u, 
and let pn+‘(SO,..., S,) denote the set of p = Qo,..., p,) with pi E e(Si) 
(0 < i < n). Recall that 
is the linear form in Theorem 1’. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Suppose that 
lAl<e-3U. (4.2) 
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Then we have 
P@,+P,P,,...,P,+P,P,,~(z,+p.u))=O for all p E cY’+~(S,,..., S,). 
(4.3) 
ProoJ For an arbitrarily chosen p E 0” ‘(So,..., S,) put 
Y(p) = P@, + /.&)Pl,..., Pn + PoPn, B (zo + P . u>>GJ(zo + P * W”‘. (4*4) 
We first show that 
I VP>I Q w”. (4.5) 
Recall A =pl U, + ..e +Pnun - u. and let 
w, = z. + p * u, 
w2 = zo + u,@, + POP,) + .** + U”@, + POP,) = WI +PoA, 
f(z;iu> = dfi(z>>“df2(z>>2”M’-‘), 
wheref,, f2 are the functions defined in (3.15). On combining (3.18), (4.1), 
and (4.4), we obtain 
where the sum is taken over all A, p, v in (3.16). Now 
) w, - w21 = Jpol IA I< (1 + lzl) SoeP3” < e-2U < 1, (4.7) 
since Si < C-*U by (3.9) and (3.13). From (3.5), (4.7), and the inequality 
Vi > max(1, / uiJ2/D) (by the definition of Vi) we get 
w2=(1+max(lw,I,Iw21))2~ lZol+ f lPill”i!+2)2 
( i=O 
2 
< Cg + Cg 5 Si(DVi)1'2 + 2 
i=O 
<c,,D 5 SfVi. 
i=O 
(4.8) 
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So by Lemma 2.10 we have 
On applying Lemma 4.1 tof(z;h)), noting (4.7) and (4.9), we obtain 
logIf(w,;~)-~f(w,;~))I~--2U+c,,DM ‘? SfVi (O<,U<MM). (4.10) 
iT0 
Further, we see from (1.6), (3.5), (3.9) that 
IPi + POPi < c8(Si + sO IPi I> 
< C,(Si + SO( vO/vi)“2) 
=2c,Si=ri<Ri (l<i<n). (4.11) 
So, by (3.20) 
log ma+, I@, + PoPIY~ ‘*- 6% + PO&)% 
< c,,L(Z + log@, *.a S,)) (o</$(L, l<i<n). (4.12) 
On combining (4.6), (3.17), (3.8), (4.12), (4.10), then combining (3.14), 
(3.12), (3.9), (3.2), and (3.23)-(3.26) we get 
1% I VP> - WA + PO& 3***3 P” + POPJI 
< S + c,,D*(W + V, + .** + V,) + c,,L(Z + log@, ... S,)) 
-2U+c,,DM(S~V,+...+SZ,~“) 
+nlog(L+ l)$log(M+ !)+logN 
(-(2-(2N)-‘)U+c,,D’W 
+ c&Z + log(S2, - -- S;)) + c23 DMS; Y. 
< -U(2 - l/2 - c,,c-’ - c**(c-l + c-l’*) - C23C-(2n)-‘) 
< -4. (4.13) 
On the other hand Proposition 3.1 and (4.11) give 
I WA + POP1 9***3 P” + PO&l G cu. (4.14) 
So (4.5) follows from (4.13) and (4.14) at once. 
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Next, by (2.8), Lemma 2.6, and the fact that &J(z,)) = 0, h(pi) < Vi (by 
the definition of Vi), we get 
h(g) (zo + P * u>> = W% + P ’ u>) 
SK(PCzO)+ i PiPi + K 
i=O 
S Cn + 2, (6~P(rO~~+ i IPi? l(Pi)) + K 
i=O 
< (n + 2, i IPil* (‘i + ‘) + Ic 
i=O 
(4.15) 
By Lemma 2.3, @(z. + p ’ u) lies in K,, so we see from (2.1), (4.15), and 
(3.2) that 
(4.16) 
Thus by Lemma 2.11, (4.16), (4.8), (3.9), and (3.25) we obtain 
log / o(zo + p . u)\ -2rM’ < c26 DMS; V, 
= C26y2n)-yJ< C-(4n)-'U* 
On combining (4.4), (4.5), (4.17) we get 
(4.17) 
If%, + pop, ,...3 P, + PIP,, ka Go + P .u>)l G 2expW - C--(4”‘-‘) v> 
< exp(-(1 - CP(4n)-’ - C-‘) v), 
(4.18) 
where the second inequality follows from the fact that U > C” ’ > C6 > 
Cs log 2, a consequence of (3.13), (l.S), and I= n* + 2n + 2 t (2n)-’ (see 
(3.11)). 
Suppose 
ml + POP1 7***7 P” + POP, 3 B tzo + P . 4) f 0. (4.19) 
We proceed to deduce a contradiction. Note that the left-hand side of (4.19) 
is in K, and is a polynomial Q in <, ,..., &,, p1 t pop ,,..., p, + pofin, 
p(zo + p . u) with the coefficients al,,+ E Z. By (3.17), its length satisfies 
L(Q) Q (L t l)“(M t 1) A%‘. (4.20) 
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Further, by (2.2) (2.4), 
h@i + POPi) < h@;) + h@O) + h(Pi) + log 2 
< l”g(c, si) + lOg(Cg So) + W + log 2, 
SO 
2 h@i + POPi) G ‘27tw + l”g(‘O *f * S,)). (4.21) 
i=l 
By (4.19) we can apply Lemma 2.1. On combining (4.20), (3.7), (4.21), 
(4.15), (3.14), (3.11), (3.9), (3.2), (3.23), (3.25), and (3.26) we obtain 
1% IP@l + POP, 9**-3 Pn + POP, 3 B (zo + P * u>)l 
>-N(nlog(L+ l)+log(M+ 1)tlogNtS) 
-N c,D(Wt V, + ..a t V,) 
c 
+C,,L(W+log(S,~S,))+c,,M~ S:V, 
i=O 1 
> -U/2 - cz8D(L W + L log(S; a-- Sf) t MS; V,) 
> -(f + czs(c-’ + c-“2 + C--‘)). (4.22) 
Now it is easily seen that (4.22) contradicts (4.18) since C is large. This 
contradiction proves that (4.19) is impossible, i.e., P@, t popI ,..., p, t pop,, 
p(zo + p . u)) = 0. Since p E pnfl(SO,..., S,) is arbitrarily chosen, the proof 
of Proposition 4.1 is complete. 
5. THE PROPOSITION ON ZERO ESTIMATE 
Let p(z) be the Weierstrass elliptic function in Theorem 1’. For L > 0, 
M > 0 let Lo = [L], MO = [Ml. The algebraic part of the proof of 
Theorem 1’ consists of the proof of the following 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Suppose that for n >, 1, ui (0 < i < n), pj(I < j < n), 
and z,, are complex numbers such that 
q,,..., u, are linearly independent over k; (5.1) 
LP 1 ,***, p,, are linearly independent over k; (5.2) 
z,~@u,+ **- tBu,tiP. (5.3) 
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Let L, M, S, ,..., S, be positive numbers satisfying 
nL, > 2’-‘kf0, M) max(2, (2n)“(n t 2)-(“+*)), 
min 
O<i,< + + .<i,+l<n 
s;, . . . Sf,,, >, c(r, n) L’ (l&r<n-1), 
min 
O<i,<...<i,(n 
s;, . . . Sf”> C,(n) L”-lM, 
s2s2 0 1 *** s;> C,(n)L”M, 
where 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
c(r, n) = 3 * 4”n’(n + 1)2(r+ l), 
C,(n) = 3 * 4yn + 1)3n+l, 
C*(n) = 3 * 2”(n + 1)2’“+“(n + 2)“+2. 
(We .assume that (5.5) is absent when n = 1.) Suppose further that 
6X 1 ,..., x,, y) E G [x1 ,..., x,, y] has degrees 
degxiP Q L(l < i Q n>, deg, P < M. (5.8) 
Then if 
P@, + POP1 7*--Y Pn + PoPn, B Go + P . u)) = 0 
we have 
for all p E @‘+l(So,..., S,) 
(5.9) 
P@ 1 ,*-., x,, Y) = 0. 
We leave the proof of Proposition 5.1 to Sections 9-14. Now, we deduce 
Theorem 1’) assuming Proposition 5.1 is true. 
6. DEDUCTION OF THEOREM 1 'FROM PROPOSITIONS 4.1 AND 5.1 
By the hypotheses of Theorem l’, u. ,..., u, and /3r ,..., /3,, in Theorem 1’ 
satisfy the conditions (5.1) and (5.2), respectively. Note also that z. defined 
by (3.1) satisfies (5.3). We now show that the parameters So,..., S,, L, and 
A4 defined by (3.9), (3.1 l), (3.12) satisfy the conditions (5.4)-(5.7). We 
recall that C is large enough to justify the subsequent estimates (see the end 
of Section 2). We recall also the definitions of the parameters D and 2 in 
Theorem 1’ (see (1.5)). So we have 
D > 2, DVi>Z (0 < i < n). (6.1) 
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It is easily seen that to verify (5.4) it suffices to show 
L > 2”M, M> 2”. 
Now from (3.11), (3.12), (6.1) we get 
LM-1 = Cl-(n+l)D”(“+l)V 
0 
. . . v,(J+ z)-p(n+‘) 
> CI-w)~nw)~o ... ynz-cn+u 
> C”=D”‘- ’ > C”’ > 2” 
and 
M > C”+‘D” > 2”. 
So (5.4) is satisfied. Next, by (3.9), (3.1 l), and (3.12) we obtain 
si . . . S;(L”M)-’ = C 
(n+l)s-nl-(ntlj = cl/2 > c2(n), 
(6-2) 
so (5.7) is fulfilled. Note now (3.9), (3.1 l), (6.1) imply 
LS,r2 = C’-sD”Vi(J+ Z)“-‘Z-” 
> C’-‘D”V,Z-’ > C’-sDn-l > C” (0 < i < n). (6.3) 
It follows from (6.2) and (6.3) that if n > 2 then for r with 1 < r < n - 1 
L-’ min 
O<i,<~.~<i,+,$n 
s;, **. si’,,, > % ..a S;(L”M)-l(L(orn~:n Si)-2)n-’ 
> C1’2+n(n-r) > C” > c(r, n), 
so (5.5) is satisfied. Similarly 
(,‘-I,)-1 min 
O<i,< . . . <i,<n 
s;, *a* s;” 
2s: .a. S;(L”M)-‘L( oTF:n si)-2 2 c” > cl(n>? 
thus (5.6) is fulfilled. 
Recall that we have constructed by Proposition 3.1 a non-zero polynomial 
0 # P(Xl ,..., Xn,Y)ECIXl,...,X,,Y1 
(see (4.1)), which satisfies (5.8) with L, M defined by (3.1 l), (3.12). Suppose 
that l/i I< e-‘” (U is defined by (3.13)), then Proposition 4.1 states that 
(5.9), with Si (0 Q i < n) defined by (3.9), is fulfilled by this polynomial P. 
We have thus shown that (5.1)-(5.9) hold. Hence Proposition 5.1 asserts 
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that we must have P = 0, which contradicts the fact that P # 0. This 
contradiction proves that 1 /i 1 > eP3”, and therefore establishes Theorem 1’ 
wi* ~I=3C[tl= 3C"*+Z?Zt3+(2"~~'. 
7. PROOFS OFTHEOREMS 2 AND 2’ 
In this section we follow the notations introduced in Theorems 2 and 2’. 
As in Section 2, for z E C denote by i its complex conjugate. We first derive 
the following Corollary of Lemma 2.8, then we prove Theorems 2 and 2’ in a 
way similar to the proof of Waldschmidt [25, Lemma 4.11. 
COROLLARY OF LEMMA 2.8. Suppose that n > 2, a, ,..., a, are positive 
numbers satisfying 
aI a.. a, > 2”(Im 7/7r)““. (7.1) 
Then for any (a ,,..., (xi-,, aitl,..., a,,) E Cnel and integer i with 1 < i < n 
there exists 0 # @, ,..., p,) E F” satisfying 
IPil G ai IPj-PiajI < uj (l<j<n,j#i). (7.2) 
ProoJ: Without loss of generality, we may assume i = 1. Write 
pl =x, + ryy, with xl, y1 E Z (1 < 1< n). (7.2) is equivalent to the set of ine- 
qualities 
Ixj+tyj-ajxl-ajty, 
IXj + ijJj - EjXl - iijFyl 
<a,, 
<a,, 
< aj 
(2<j<n). 
< aj 
(7.3) 
The absolute value of the coeffkients determinant of the above 2n linear 
forms in x,, y1 ,..., x,, y, is IF-- tl” = (2 Im r)“. Now (7.1) implies 
(7r/2)“(a, ... a,)* 2 (2 Im t)“. So we can apply Lemma 2.8 with r = 0, s = n, 
to (7.3), and the conclusion of the Corollary follows immediately. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Without loss of generality, we may assume that any 
n - 1 elements from u,,..., u, are linearly independent over the field k. So 
ui # 0 (1 < i Q n) and there exists 0 # p = Q1 ,...,p,) E 8” such that 
Plul+ *-* +p,u,=o. 
For any such p we have pi # 0 (I < i < n), according to the above 
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assumption. Fix a = (a, ,..., on) to be one of such p’s with max,,i,. Icil 
minimal. So 
oj # 0, Plaj=alPj (l<i,j<n). 
Thus loi/ < (p,(, since maxiGign Ici( is minimal. Hence 
I”il G IPil (1 <i<n). (7.4) 
Let d, = min,,,,, [WI. For an integer m > 1, denote by rp-i(m) the 
maximum of integers I > 2 such that there exists a torsion point p on the 
elliptic curve E of degree d(p) < m and order 1. Obviously q-‘(m) is well 
defined, since the point p(o,/2) is of order 2 and degree d(p(w,/2)) = 1 by 
the well-known fact that @ ‘(w,/2) = 0 whence @ (0,/2) E k( g,, g3), and 
since the set of integers I in the definition of q.-‘(m) is finite by Lemma 2.9. 
It is easily seen, by Lemma 2.9, that 
a,-‘(D)<c,,DlogD (7.5) 
for some constant cl9 > 0 depending effectively on K*, i.e., on g,, g, . 
We now apply the Corollary of Lemma 2.8 with i = 1 to a,,..., a, and 
a2 ,..., a, with 
ai ’ = (n - 1) max((K;‘h^(pj) D3 log’ D)l’*, lujl q-l(D)/&) (2 <j < n), 
(7.6) 
a, = 2”(Im r/7~)“‘~(a~ ... a,))‘, 
aj = aj/a, (2 <j < n>, 
(7.7) 
and therefore see that there exists 0 # 6 = (6, ,..., 6,) E W” satisfying 
141~~,~ 16j-6,uj/a,I < Uj P<j< n>* (7.8) 
By the definition of a = (a, ,..., u,J, u1 U, + .+. + CJ,,U, = 0, so we have 
2 SjUj= + (6j-d,Uj/U,)Uj* (7.9) 
j=l ,F2 
Denote by p,, the point on the elliptic curve E corresponding to CJ’= , Sj uj . 
We now prove 
Ii < qD-3(log D)-2. (7.10) 
In fact, if n = 2 and p2 is torsion, then p. is also torsion by (7.9), so 
&(p,) = 0 and (7.10) is obvious. So we may suppose that n > 2 or n = 2 with 
pz non-torsion. Then there exists pi (with 2 Q j< n) non-torsion, i.e., 
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h(p,) > 0, according to the assumption that Q,..., u, are linearly independent 
over k. Thus by Lemma 2.6 and (2.10), (7.9), (7.8), (7.6) we get 
< (n - 1) 5 a;k(pj) 
j=2 
< qP(log 0))2, 
and (7.10) follows. Further, we show that p,, is torsion. Suppose that p,, is 
non-torsion. Then, by Lemma 2.3, 
a< [k(g,,g,,~(Ui),~‘(Ui): l~i~n,ui~IP):k(g,,g,)]~D. (7.11) 
Hence by Lemma 2.7, (7.1 I), and D > 3, we have 
d(P,) > KF3(log D)-*, 
a contradiction to (7.10). This contradiction shows that p,, is torsion. 
We now assert that there exists a positive integer 1 such that 
l< v’(D), 1 -t 6.u.ELP. 
,y, J J 
(7.12) 
For this is obvious if p,, = 0 (the point at infinity); if p,, # 0, then (7.11) 
holds, so (7.12) follows from (7.11) and the fact that p. is torsion of order 
22. From (7.9), (7.12), (7.8), (7.6) we see that 
< q-‘(D) f aj /Uj( 
j=2 
This together with (7.12) shows that 1 Cj”= i djuj = 0, i.e., Cj”=, SjUj = 0. 
Hence by (7.4) and (7.8) we have 
lq12w112a4. (7.13) 
It is easily seen from (7.5), (7.6), (2.8) that 
aJT2 < (n - 1)2 max((K + 1) K;‘, c;, d,‘) VjD3 log2 D (2GjGn). 
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This together with (7.7), (7.13) proves 
lull*< (c2(n- 1)93 log2D)“-‘V, .** V,/V, 
with 
c2 = (max(l,4 Im r/rr))’ max((rc + 1) K;‘, c&~?;~), 
which depends effectively on the elliptic curve E. We can prove the same 
inequality for 1 oi I2 with i = 2,..., n similarly, thereby completing the proof of 
Theorem 2. 
Proof of Theorem 2’. The proof is almost the same as that of Theorem 2. 
One needs to replace (7.6) by 
Ui -'=(n - I)maX({(l/K~)~(pj)~(lOg~/lOglOg~)3}"2,I~j/~-'(~)/d,) 
@<j<n) 
and replace (7.10) by 
h^(p,) < KID-'(iOgD/iOg 10gD)-3. 
Hence we conclude, by the result of Laurent [ 171 (see the remark below 
Lemma 2.7), that p,, is torsion. Note also, by (2.8) and (2.5), that 
h^(Pj) < h(pj) + K = h(@ (uj)) + K 
<<Og/ij+K<(K+ l)lO&dj. 
Further, by (7.5) and 
we have 
Thus 
a,Y2 < (n - 1)” max((K + l)/~;, (~~,c~,,d;~)~)(logA~) 0’ log’ D. 
Now it is easy to write down the complete proof of Theorem 2’ with 
c; = (max(l, 4 Im r/~))‘max((rc + 1)/K;, (~~~c~~d;‘)*). 
We omit the details here. 
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8. THE DEDUCTIONS OF THEOREM 1 AND ITS COROLLARY 
We first deduce from Theorem 1’ the following 
COROLLARY OF THEOREM 1’. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1’) 
letting Y satisfy 1 < Y< min,GiGn log(eDVi/Iuil*), we have 
l~I=IP,Ul+...Bn~n-~OI 
> eXp(-C31p+‘)2yo . . . v,(J+ yy(n+l)y-n(“+*)) 
for some constant c3, > 0. 
Prooj Let 
2 = max( 1 - 2 log c5, 2 - log c6) > 2, (8.1) 
where c,, c6 (with 0 < c5, c6 < 1 and c5 < minOtwErPJ~I) are the constants in 
Lemma 2.12. We now prove 
log(eDVi//Iui/*) < AD& (0 < i < n). (8.2) 
This is equivalent to 
epADviv eDVi< Iui/* (0 < i < n). (8.3) 
From (8.1) and the inequality ex < ex for x > 1 we obtain 
e-nDvi. &Vi < e-(A-l)D”i< exp(DV, min(2 log c,, log c, - 1)) 
< min(c:, c6ePDVi) (0 < i < n), (8.4) 
since c,< 1, c,< 1. So (8.3) holds when luil > c,. When 
I uil < c5 < minO+w~Y 101, on noting ui # 0 by hypotheses, we have ui & y. 
Then Lemma 2.12 implies that $I (ui) # 0 and 
IUil* > C6 1 B(Ui)l-’ > c6e-Dyi, (8.5) 
by (2.1) and the definition of Vi. Now (8.4) and (8.5) yield (8.3). So in both 
cases (8.3) holds, and therefore (8.2) is established. 
By (8.2) we have 
1 < Y < Oy,jF. log(eDVi/)ui12) Q I Or$:, min(DV,, log(eDV,/Iui(‘)). 
Let Z = max(1, Y/A). Then it is easily seen that 2 satisfies (1.5) and 
(J+ qn(n+l)z-n(n+Z) <p+2)(J+ y)n(n+l)y-ncn+*)* 
Hence by Theorem l’, the Corollary holds with cI1 = c’A”(“+~). 
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Deduction of Theorem 1 from the Corollary of Theorem 1’ 
In this deduction we use notations of Theorem 1, so n > 2 throughout. 
Case 1. ui ,..., u, are linearly independent over k. Without loss of 
generality, we may assume that 
IPA* vn > IPil’ vi (1 <i<n- 1). 
Let/?,!=-pi/p, (l<i<n- 1). Then we have 
‘n> IPll’ vi (l,<i<n-- 1). 
Write IB1~,+...Bn~nI=l/ii=IP,Il~‘Ir where 
A’=&ul + -** +p;-,un-l -u,. 
Obviously pi ,..., /?A-, 1 ie in the field K and they, together with 1, are linearly 
independent over k. Further, since h(,8;) = h(-pi//I,) < h(/Ii) + h@?,) by (2.2) 
and (2.3), we have 
J’= W’+log(DV)<2W+log(DV). (8.7) 
On applying the Corollary of Theorem 1’ to A’ and the field K, noting (8.6), 
(8.7), and 
IAI 2 e- DW,) > e-DW 
by Lemma 2.1, and noting 
DW&I”D”‘V, .a. V,(2W+log(DV) + Y)nc”-‘)Y’-n* 
by the fact that (8.2) is obviously true for ui, D, Vi in Theorem 1 whence 
Y(DVi)-’ < 1, we see that 
/i! I = Ip,I IA’1 > exp(-DW-c,,D”*V, ... V,(2W+log(DV)+ Y)“cn-l’Y’-n*) 
> exp(-c,, Da2V, ... V,(W+log(DV)+ Y)ncn-l)Y1-n*). 
So Theorem 1 is deduced in Case 1. 
Case 2. u i ,..., u, are linearly dependent over k. By the hypotheses of 
Theorem 1, n > 2 and ui # 0 (1 < i < n). So without loss of generality, we 
may suppose that for some r with 1 < r < n - 1, pi,..., u,, are linearly 
independent over k, and u, ,..., ur, ui are linearly dependent over k for each i 
with r + 1 < i < n. Note that D = [K : Q] > 4, since there is some pi & k by 
the linear independence (over k) of p, ,..., p,. On applying Theorem 2 to 
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u1 ,..., ur, ui for each i with r + 1 < i < n, we see that there exist some pij E 6’ 
(l<i<n,O<j<r)suchthat 
Pio”i= i Pijuj, Pi0 + O (1 <i,<n), 
j=l 
Pi0 = Pii = l, pij=o (1 < i, j < r, j # i), 
IpJ < (c,n*LP log2 D)‘V” (l<i<n,O<j<r). 
It follows from (8.10) that 
h@ij) < c34 l”gtDq (l<i<n,O<j<r). 
By (8.8) we have 
(f-9 
(8.9) 
(8.10) 
(8.11) 
where 
A = i pi i @ij/Pio) 14j 
i=l j=l 
= i i &pij/pio uj = -+ p; uj, 
j=l i= I i Jr, 
Bj = 5 BiPijlPiO (1 <.i,< r>. 
i=l 
(8.12) 
Note that /?I ,..., p/ lie in K and the identity in x1 ,..., xr, 
i @jxj=P1x* + *” +@,X,+ + Pi i @ij/Pi@)xj 
j=l i=f;l j=l 
(by (8.9), (8.12)), shows that /?I ,..., & are linearly independent over k, since 
so are p, ,..., /3, by the hypotheses of Theorem 1. 
Thus if r > 2 we can apply the Case 1 to pi u, + -.- + &u, and the field K. 
Note that 
V’ = max Vj Q V, 
l<j<r 
’ ,< ‘< ,$z, 1og(eDvi/lUi12) 
(8.13) 
< ,F$, lOg(e~~j/lujI'>9 (8.14) 
< c,,(W + h#v)) (8.15) 
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by (2.2)-(2.4) and (Kll), (8.12). On applying the Case 1, by (8.13~(8.15) 
we get 
> exp(-cj6Dr2VI **a V,(W+ log(DV) + Y)r+V-rz). (8.16) 
Let J= W + log(Dv). Since (8.2) holds for ui, D, Vi in Theorem 1, we have 
(8.17) 
Hence 
(J+ u> 
T(T-l)yl-fJ 
(J+ r> 
_ (J+ y)n-r-(+r2)~*-+ 
no--l)yl--n* - 
< y”-F <A”-‘D”-F-V 
\ \ r-+1 *** V nr (8.18) 
since n - r - (n’ - r*) < 0 by 1 < r < IZ - 1. By (8.16) and (8.18) we obtain 
(A 1 > exp(-c3,D”*V, . . . V,(Wt log(DV) t y)ncn-1’Y1-n2), 
so the Case 2 (with r > 2) of Theorem 1 is deduced. 
It remains to verify the Case 2 with r= 1. Now A = C;=r piui =p;u,. By 
Lemma 2.1 and (8.15) we have 
I& / > ewDh’“;’ > exp(-c,,D(W + log(DV))) = eCc3@. (8.19) 
By (8.5), which is also valid for ui, D, Vi in Theorem 1, we get 
1 u1 ( > min(c,, (~~e-~‘l)t’~) > e-‘j@‘I. (8.20) 
Further by (8.17) we obtain 
D”‘V, . . . V,(J+ y)“(“-l)yl-“* 
> D”‘V, .-. V, max(JY-“, Y1-‘) 
> A-” max(DJ, DV,), (8.21) 
since n > 2 and A > 2. Thus Theorem 1 for Case 2 with r = 1 follows from 
A =&u, and (8.19k(8.21) at once. Now the deduction of Theorem 1 is 
complete. 
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Deduction of the Corollary of Theorem 1 from Theorem I 
Let 
R = max(1, /u,/* ,..., (8.22) 
Vi=RlogAi(l<i<n), V= ,III~~ Vi = R logA., (8.23) 
w= log& Y = log(D log A ,). (8.24) 
Then Vi>logAi>l, Vi>R>~ui~*>Iui~*/D (l<i<n). By (2.5) and 
O#ui~17={t,w,tt20210~t,,t2< l} wehave 
Thus 
Vi > max(L h(pi), Iuil’/D) (1 <i<n). 
Similarly, by (2.5) we get 
W= log B > max II@,). 
l<i<n 
Now (8.22), (8.23), and the inequality D > 4 give 
1 < Y=log(DlogA,)<log(eDlogA,) 
< 1$2n log(eDR(logAi)/luiI’) = ,ycn log(eDVi/lui12). \ 
By (8.22~(8.24) we see that 
(W+- log(DV) t Y)ncn-l’Y1-nz 
G c40 
hBtlwD+lwlog~. “(n-l)(logDtloglogAl)l-n 
logDtloglogz4, ) 
log B t log log A, “(‘- ‘) 
1 c40 < log log A 1 
(log D + log logAl)‘-” 
< c,,(log B + log log A,)“‘“-“(log logAl)‘-“2. (8.25) 
Now, on applying Theorem 1, the Corollary follows from (8.22), (8.23), and 
(8.25) immediately. 
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9. THE GROUP VARIETY,TRANSLATION FORMULAE, 
AND OPERATORS 
To complete the proofs of Theorem l’, Theorem 1, and its Corollary it 
remains only to prove Proposition 5.1. Sections 9-14 are devoted to the 
proof of Proposition 5.1. Throughout these sections, we keep the hypotheses 
of this Proposition. 
In this paper we follow the point of view on group varieties of 
Hartshorne’s book [ 131 (see also the paper of Masser and Wiistholz [22]). 
For N> 1, let IPN be the projective N-space over C and 9l be its 
homogeneous coordinate ring. For any homogeneous ideal 3 of !II we define 
its zero set to be Z(3) = {a E IPN 1 f(a) = 0 for all homogeneous elements f 
of 3). If Y is any subset of ip” we define its homogeneous ideal in 31, 
denoted by I(Y), to be the homogeneous ideal generated by 
{f E !JI ] f is homogeneous and f (a) = 0 for all a E Y}. 
The topology on IP“’ is the Zariski topology. For any subset Y of Ip” we 
write u for its closure in IPN. A quasi-projective variety G is an open subset 
of an irreducible projective variety K Thus G = V, and dim G = dim V (see 
[13, p. 121). When G is a group, its group laws correspond to morphisms 
from G x G to G and from G to G defining addition and inverse respectively 
(see [ 13, p. 231). An algebraic subgroup H of G is a subgroup of G closed in 
G, and we have dim H = dim H. 
We now introduce the notations for Sections 9-14. 
For n >, 1, let X,,,..., X, be the homogeneous variables associated with Ip”. 
Let G, be the additive group of G. The product G,” is isomorphic to a group 
variety U, = Ip” 2 Z(X,), where Z(X,,) is the hyperplane defined by X, = 0. 
For two points in U, with homogeneous coordinates (a,,..., a,) and 
(a&, aA) respectively, their sum has homogeneous coordinates b, ,..., b, with 
6, = aoaA and 
bi = aia6 + aoaf (l<i<n). 
Denote by E the elliptic curve in Ip2 
Y:Y,-4Y;+g,Y;Y,+g,Y;=o, (9.1) 
where Y,,, Y, , Y, are the homogeneous variables associated with ip 2. Since 
the polynomial on the left of (9.1) is irreducible in C [ Y,, Y,, Y,], E is an 
irreducible projective variety with dim E = 1. Note that the functions 
Mz) = @W39 h,(z) = P (2) h&)~ W) = B ‘(z) W) 
are entire and have no common zeroes. Thus for any z E 6, the values 
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h,(z, + z), h,(z, + z), h,(z, t z) are homogeneous coordinates of a point 
w(z) in Ip*, and we obtain an analytic isomorphism w  between the quotient 
C/5/ and its image E in IP *. After inheriting the usual law of addition on C, 
I + w(z2) = y(zr + z2), the elliptic curve E becomes a group variety, 
whose origin is w(O). 
Recall 
p.u=p,u,t **- tpnun 
for p = Q0 ,..., p,) E p”+’ and u = (u, ,..., u,). Write 
TV= {p . u 1 p E P+l}, 
For later references we need a lemma which is a direct consequence of [22, 
Lemma lo]. 
LEMMA 9.1. For every p E 0”” there exist polynomials F,, G,, H, in 
C [ y, , yZ] of total degrees at most 2 such that the function 
4&z) = f&w (zll + z)7 B ‘Go + z)) 
is non-zero at every point of %:’ and we have 
(6,(z) P Go + z + P - ~1 = F&P Go + z>, B ‘Go + ~11, 
4,(z) B ‘@o + z + P - ~1 = G&Q Go + ~1, 8 ‘Go + z>>- 
We now consider Gi x E. Using the Segre Embedding v, (see [ 13, p. 131 
and Hodge and Pedoe [ 14, pp. 93-loo]), we may identify Ip” x Ip2 with its 
image in IPN, where N = 3n t 2. Let {Z, ( i = 0 ,..., n; j= 0, 1, 2) be the 
homogeneous variables of IPN and 
rn=C[(Z,}]. (9.2) 
The kernel G of the homomorphism !J -+ CIXO ,..., X,, Y,, Y,, Y,] which 
sends Z, to Xi Yj is the homogeneous ideal generated by the polynomials 
ZijZlm - ‘in2 zlj 0 < i, I< n, 0 <j, m < 2. (9.3) 
Thus 
fp(lP” x lP2) = Z(G). (9.4) 
Write 
G = p(U, x E). (9.5) 
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Obviously 
G=qqP” XE) 
is an irreducible projective variety in P” (see [ 13, p. 221) and G is open in 
G. Thus G is a quasi-projective variety. Let 0 = I(G). Evidently 
6 = I(G) = I((?) 2 (G, Z;, Z,,, - 4Z& + gzZ,$Z,,1 + g,Z;o), (9.6) 
and 8 is a homogeneous prime ideal of X We identify Gz x E with G (we 
shall also write G = Gi x E) and write simply (a,,..., a,) x w(z) for 
p((l, a, ,***, a,) X v(z)), where (1, a, ,..., a,) denotes the point in P” with 
homogeneous coordinates 1, a, ,..., a,. After defining the group law of G by 
(a IV”‘, a,) x v(z,) + (b, ,*-*, b,) x w(q) = (a, + b, ,.--, a, + b,) x v(z, + z*>, 
G becomes a group variety. We also define the multiplication by an element 
pof& 
P . ((a, ,***, %I> x v(z)>= @~,Y.VP%) x v@z). 
Denote by r the subgroup of G generated by the 2(n + 1) elements 
Yo = cc, ,-**, PJ x Ye,), 
YI = (1, o,..., 0) x v(u,>, 
. . . 
Y, = (O,..., 09 1) x Y@J, 
y; = zyi (0 < i & n). 
(9.7) 
By (5.2) it is easily seen that r has rank 2(n + 1) and that r is also 
an P-module with a basis y,,,..., yn and rank (over P’) n + 1. For 
P’@ O,..., p,) E P+ ’ write 
Y (p) =poyo + ..a +P~Y"= @,+P&>...,P,, +~oP,t) x W(P. u>. (9.8) 
Clearly, p --t yfp’ is an b-module isomorphism from 0”” to IY 
To write down the translation formulae we first introduce some maps 
between the rings 
3, 3, =~l-%,.-,~,,Y17Y*], 31, = c [X0 )...) x,, yo, y, 9 Y,]. 
For any 0 f f E !X1, with d, as its total degree in x1 ,..., x, and d, as its total 
degree in y, , y2, let d = max(d, , dJ and put 
hff= (X,Y,yf 2 ,...) g+~), 
i 0 0 0 0 
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Set “IO= 0. Thus htfE !R2 for any fER,. We say that a monomial 
Zf3, ... Zkjm E % (ti > 0, 1 < i < m) is a standard power-product if 
4 S ... < i, and j, & .a. <j,. Suppose that PE R, is homogeneous of 
degree d > 1 in X0,..., X, and Y,, Y, , Yz respectively, then on writing 
Xi Yi = Z,, we can express P as homogeneous polynomials of 31 of degree d. 
Among those polynomials there exists an unique one being a linear 
combination of standard power-products (see [ 14, pp. 98-1001). We denote 
it by ‘P. We also put ‘u = a for a E G. The composition 
is a map from 31, to the set of homogeneous polynomials in 31. 
Denote by Wfp’ the zero set of YiH,(Y,/Y,, Y,/Y,) in Ip*, and write 
Ucp) = p(u, x (E - En wcp))). 
Evidently UCp’ is an open subset of G containing P. Now we write down our 
translation formulae as follows. 
LEMMA 9.2. For p E Fry”+‘, let 
I,= 1, lj = xj + pj + p*Bj (1 SjSn), 
and E$‘, Ei:‘, E$’ (0 < i < n) be the homogeneous polynomials of % of 
degree 2, which 4Brfrom h(liffp(Y,, ~2))~ h(liFp(Yl, ~2))~ h(liGp(yI, YJ) 
only by some factors of shape Z$ (m > 0, m E Z), respectively. If g E UCp’ 
has homogeneous coordinates z,,,,,..., z,,*, then g + yCp’ has homogeneous 
coordinates 
E$‘k,,,,..., z,J (0 < i < n, 0 < j < 2). 
ProoJ: The lemma can be verified by virtue of Lemma 9.1 and direct 
calculations. We omit the details here. 
We now define a system of homomorphisms E(p) of 31 for every 
p E Fp”+ ‘. If P(Z,, ,..., Z,,) E R, we set 
E(p) P = P(E$,),..., E$). 
If P # 0 is homogeneous of degree d than E(p)P is homogeneous of degree 
2d. For a subset 9 of 31 we define E(p)9 as the set of all E(p)P for P in 
27. 
Let M be the multiplicative set in !Il consisting of all polynomials not 
vanishing at any point of K Obviously M # 0 since Z,, E J’ by (5.3). The 
following lemma is a direct consequence of [22, Lemma 21. 
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LEMMA 9.3. For every p E (N”+’ we have 
E(p) d4 c .A?, E(p)6 c (5. 
Similarly to [22, Sect. 31 we define translation operators acting on ideals 
of VI. For an ideal 3 of YI we denote by 3* the contracted extension with 
respect to J’; this is the ideal of all P E 9l such that QP E 3; for some 
Q E.-R. For p E P”‘+’ we write (E(p)3, (5) for the ideal generated by the 
elements of E(p)3 together with those of 6 We define the ideal B(p)3 by 
B(p)3 = (E(p)‘& O)*. 
If 3 is a homogeneous ideal, so is B(p) 3. 
We say that an ideal 3; of !X is special if 8 G 3; and 3* = 3;. If 3 is 
special then every prime ideal of 3 is special. Obviously (5 is special. Put 
0 = (O,..., 0) E en+ ‘. 
LEMMA 9.4. For any homogeneous ideal 3 of % and any p, 6 in @“+I 
we have 3 G g(O)3 and 8(p + S)3 = B(p) g(S)3 Furthermore if 3 is 
special then 3 = 67(0)X 
ProoJ: This is a direct consequence of [22, Lemma 31. 
We recall that a non-zero proper ideal 3 of !X has a well-defined rank r (in 
the sense of [lo] and [21]) satisfying 1 < r < N + 1. 
LEMMA 9.5. Suppose 3 is a non-zero proper special homogeneous ideal 
of% and pE4”+‘. Then B(p)3 is a non-zero proper special homogeneous 
ideal of the same rank as 3, and if 3 vanishes at the point y of F, then 
B(p)3 vanishes at y - y (p’. Furthermore if3 is prime then Z(p)3 is prime. 
ProojI This is a direct consequence of [22, Lemma 41. 
10. HOMOGENIZING AND DEHOMOGENIZING 
We now define a map a: 3t -+ ‘St, = C [x, ,..., x,, y,, y2]. Set 
aZOO = 1, OZio = xi (i # 0), azl)j = Yj (j Z O), 
‘Zij=xiyj (i#O,j#O), a(~(zoo,..., Z,,)) = P(aZl)o Y..., =znZ) (10.1) 
for any P(ZoO,..., Z,,) E 3. Evidently, this map is a homomorphism from R 
to 3,. 
Let U,,, = IP”‘- Z(Z,,) and recall that G is the homogeneous ideal of 9l 
generated by (9.3). We assert that if P E YI is homogeneous then 
aP=O implies PE 6, (10.2) 
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for “P = 0 yields, by (10.1) and (9.4), that P vanishes on Z(G) n U,,, which 
is non-empty, and so is a quasi-projective variety, whence 
P E I(Z(G) n U,,) = I(Z(6)) = G. 
Recall the map h from ‘X1, to R defined in Section 9. For any f E ‘itI,, 
P E 31, write 
““f = w>, haP = “(UP). 
Obviously 
““f=jI (10.3) 
It follows from (10.2), (10.3) that given f,, f, E 3, there is an integer m > 0 
such that 
-G Yflfi) - “f, “f2 E G* 
By (10.3) and Lemma 9.2 we see that for 0 < i < n 
(10.4) 
“E;;’ = l,H 
P’ 
“E!P’ = liF 
il P’ 
“E;2”’ = 1. G I P’ 
where &= 1, li=Xi +~i +~oPi (1 <i< n>, Hp=Hp(yl, YJ, Fp=Fp(~l, Y& 
G, = G,(y,, yJ. Hence if P E VI is homogeneous of degree d > 0 and 
aP = f (x1 )...) x~,Y,,Y~)ER, then 
‘(E(p)P) = “(P(E$,..., EL!)) 
= P(=E$,..., aE$)) 
= P(H,,..., (x, + in + POLL) Gp> 
= (Hp)dP(L-~ (x, + P,, + POP,) G,/H,) 
= (ff,ftV~ + PI+ P& ,---, x, + P, + PO&, Fp/‘fi,, Q’ffp) (lo.51 
Next we assert that if P E % is homogeneous then three is an integer 
m > 0 such that 
Z&haP-PEG. (10.6) 
To show this, we assume, as we may, that P # 0 and P = Z&P,, where Zi, 
is the highest power of Z,, that divides P. Then the total degrees with respect 
to x r ,..., x, and to y,, y2 of “P = OP, do not exceed deg P,, whence haP is 
homogeneous of degree at most deg P, = deg P - 1. Let m = deg P - deg haP. 
We see that m > 0 and 
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is homogeneous and “Q = ahoP - ‘P = 0. Hence Q E 6 by (10.2), and (10.6) 
follows. 
We now extend the maps h and a to ideals. We shall denote ideals in !X, 
by small German letters and ideals in ‘!I by capital German letters. Given an 
ideal a in 3, , we define ha to be the homogeneous ideal in % generated by 
{“f/f E a) together with 6. We define also a map from the set of all 
homogeneous ideals of R containing G to the set of all ideals of 31,. Let ‘u be 
such an ideal of % and “2I be the set of “P for all homogeneous polynomials 
P E VI. Then “‘u is an ideal of %,, since iff E %, and 0 # Pi E 9l (i = 1.2) 
are homogeneous with degP,-degPz=t>O, then 
(P, - Zk,P,) E II is homogeneous, so 
f(“P, - ‘PJ = ‘Q E “8. 
Note that the compositions ah and ha have the properties 
ah a = a, 
for some integer m > 0. 
Q=“f. 
(10.7) 
(10.8) 
(10.9) 
Equation (10.7) is obvious by (10.3) and “6 = (0); (10.8) follows from the 
fact, which is implied by (10.6), that if P is any homogeneous polynomial in 
2l then P is also in haX To see (10.9) we note, by detinition, that ha% is 
generated by a set of “P for finitely many homogeneous P E U together with 
G, since 31 is noetherian. For each of these P, by (10.6) there is an integer 
t = t(P) > 0 such that Z& haP -P E G c 8, so Z& haP E 2t. Thus (10.9) 
holds with m being the maximum of these t(P). 
By (10.8) and (10.9) we see that for any homogeneous prime ideal ‘p of !I 
with Z,, 65 !$I and G & ‘Q we have 
hacp = ‘Q. (10.10) 
Henceforth every capital German letter (unless otherwise indicated) will 
denote a homogeneous ideal in % containing 6. For later references (see 
Sect. 14 below) we prove 
LEMMA 10.1. The mapping a: ‘u + “3 maps the set of all homogeneous 
ideals of ‘8 containing 6 onto the set of all ideals in R, . It has the following 
properties: 
(1) %u~BYl2=d. 
(2) “pm) = “U”d. 
(3) a(Und)=%n% 
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(4) “(6) = prl. 
(5) “?I = ‘3, ifand only if ‘u contains Z$ for some integer m > 0. 
(6) “3 = “B if and only if ‘u: Z&, = 8: Z& for some integer s > 0 
(and hence also for all s suflciently large). 
(7) If Fp 3 G is prime with ?s 3 Z,, and has rank s, then “$3 is a non- 
zero proper prime ideal of rank r = s - 2n. 
(8) If 613 G is primary, which does not contain any power o Zoo, 
s’ then “D is a non-zero proper primary ideal, and if ‘Q = D then 
arQ=pCi. 
(9) If ‘u = n i Qi is an irredundant primary representation of 3, all the 
Gli being homogeneous, then “‘u = nj ‘aj, where the Qj are those primary 
components cli of 2I which do not contain any power of Zoo, and the 
representation “U = flj ‘c2, is primary and irredundant. 
ProoJ (1) is obvious, and (2) follows from the observation that 2I and 23 
have finite homogeneous basis, say, P, ,..., P, and Q, ,..., Q,, respectively, and 
then “VI”“B has a basis (“(P,Qj) ) 1 <i ,< 1, 1 <j,< m). The inclusion 
“(VI n 23) G “‘u r‘l “8 follows from (1). On the other hand if f E "2l n "23 
then there are 0 # P, E ‘u and 0 #P, E B such that P,, P, are homogeneous 
and OP, = aP, =J Without loss of generality, we may suppose that 
t = deg P, - deg P, > 0. Then Q = P, - Z&P, is homogeneous and ‘Q = 0, 
so by (10.2) QEG ~8. Thus P, =Q+Z&P,E’ZInB and f = 
‘P, E “(U n B). So “?I n “8 s “@In 9). This proves (3). 
If P is a homogeneous polynomial in fi, then P’ E U for some t > 1. So 
(“P)’ = ‘(P’) E “‘u, i.e., ‘P E 0. This shows that ‘(a) L \/a(u. Con- 
versely, if f E fl then f *’ E “II for some t’ > 1. Then ZmO(hf)r’ E VI 
for some m > 0 by (10.4) and (10.9). So Zf,, “f E ‘?I and f = 
“(Zyo “f) E a(@). This proves 
P 
fi 5 ‘(a). Hence (4) follows. 
If Zto E U then 1 = “(Zro) E “?I, so “?I = fit,. Conversely “U = %i implies 
1 E “2I, then (10.9) yields Z$ = ZtO hl E ‘11 for some m > 0. So (5) is 
established. 
It is easily verified that 
“(a : z&J = “2I (s = 0, 1, 2 )... ). (10.11) 
Hence ‘8 : Z&, = b : Z&, for some s > 0 imlies that “‘u = “8. On the other 
hand, since !lI is noetherian there exists an integer s > 0 such that 
‘u:z;,=(11:z;g+1=..., (10.12) 
qj :z;,=!?j :z;+ . . . . (10.13) 
We now assume ‘% = “8 and proceed to show that 
2I :Zs,,=b :z;,. (10.14) 
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By (10. 11) and “‘u = “B we obtain 
y(U : z&J = h=(B : z&J. 
By (10. 9) there exists m > 0 such that 
ZFo ycU : z&J G ‘u : z;,, 
i.e., 
(10.15) 
ya :Z&)c9I :zgm==21 :z;, (10.16) 
by (10.12). On combining (10.8) and (10.16), we get 2I : Zf,, = “(a : Z&J. 
Similarly we have B : Z{,, = ha (!JI : Z&J. Now (10.14) follows from (10.15) 
at once. Property (6) is thus established. 
We now prove (7). By (10.2) and (5) we see that “‘Q is non-zero proper. 
Supposef,,f, E 31, andf& E “‘p. Then by (10.4), (lO.lO), and Z,, @ $3, we 
have “‘i “f2 E Zp. Hence we get, say, “f E ‘$3, so& = ““f E “Fp. This proves 
that “Cp is prime. To show r = s - 2n, we remark that if p is a non-zero 
proper prime ideal of St, then hp is a proper prime ideal containing G 
strictly. For if P,P,Ehp with P,, P, E !lI homogeneous then 
‘PI ‘P2 E ahp = p by (10.7), and we have, say, ‘P, E p, so haP, E hp, 
whence P, E hp. This proves that ‘p is prime. The facts that hp # % and 
hp # 6 follow from (10.7). Further note that there exist two chains of 
distinct prime ideals 
since rank “‘p = r and rank G = 2n by G =I(Z(G)) = I(q(lp” X p2)) (see 
(9.4) and [ 13, pp. 6, 11 I). A ccording to the above remark and on applying 
(10.7), (lO.lO), we see that 
is a chain of distinct prime ideals. This proves r + 2n < s. On the other hand, 
since G and !J3 have dimensions N - 2n and N - s, respectively, there is a 
chain of distinct homogeneous prime ideals 
by virtue of Zariski and Samuel [30, Vol. II, p. 194, Corollary 41. Hence we 
see, on noting ha’$~ = ‘$I (0 < i < s - 2n) by (10.10) and the fact that 
Z,, e Cp, that 
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is a chain of distinct prime ideals. So s - 2n <r. This together with 
r + 2n Q s (shown above) proves r = s - 2n. The proof of (7) is thus 
complete. 
To show (8) it suffkes to prove that “8 is primary, since the assertion 
that “Q is non-zero proper is obvious and “‘$I = fi follows from (4). 
Suppose that fJ, E “61 with fi, fi E 31, and f, 6 “II. Then by (10.4 
2 
and 
(10.9) we have Z&‘hf “f, E Q for some m > 0. Hence Zrog”f2 E D = ‘p 
since “S, 6% by (10.3) andf, & “D. We then have “f f !P since Zto & ?, by 
the fact that Q does not contain any power of Z,,. Thus f2 = ““f2 E “9 by 
(10.3). This proves that “D is primary. So (8) is established. 
The first assertion of (9) follows by (3) and (5). The assertion that the 
representation “VI = nj ‘aj is primary follows by (8). Note that arQj’s are 
distinct by (10.10) and Z,, & !Qj. It remains to verify the irredundancy. Let v 
be any one of the indices j, and let II, = n,,, cli. We have then ‘u, 4f Q, 
since ni Q3, is an irredundant representation. So 21u, : Z& @ Q, for all s > 0. 
On the other hand, by ‘?I s Q,. and the definition of V, we have 
B:Z&~a":z~,=QL, (s = 0, 1, 2 )... ). 
So VI, : Z&, # ?I : Z&, for all s > 0. This and (6) show that “VI # “‘$I”, i.e., 
“3 + nj,, ‘Qj. This proves the irredundancy. The proof of (9), and 
therefore of the Lemma, is complete. 
We now introduce 
DEFINITION 10.1. A homogeneous prime ideal ‘p of I# is called good if 
there exist a, ,..., a, in G such that 
xi - ai E “‘p (1 < i < n). (10.17) 
Otherwise !I3 is called bad. 
LEMMA 10.2. Suppose that for m > 1, Y, ,..., !lJ,,, are bad homogeneous 
prime ideals. Then. there exists a linear form 
withqEC (l<i<n)such that 
“‘Qinc[C]= (0) (1 <i,<m). 
Proof Write V= {C= b,x, + 1.. + b,x, / (b ,,..., b,) E Cn} and a‘$i = pi 
(l<i<m). Let 
vi={~I~Ev~‘,G[~]nPiZ(o)}U{o} (1 <i<m). 
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Then Vi is a subspace of the linear space V over @, for if <E Vi and b E C 
then b< E Vi, and if [, , r2 E Vi with <r # 0, I& # 0 and rl + rz # 0, then there 
exist 9, E C (j = 1, 2) such that rj - 6, E pi (j = 1, 2) (since pi is a proper 
prime ideal of 3, by Lemma 10.1 and the hypothesis, and since pi contains 
elements of C [rj] (j = 1, 2) of degree >I by the facts that C [rj] n pi f (0) 
(j=1,2) and pi#!Rt,), so C,+&--(f?,+8,)Epi, whence r,+rzEVi. 
Moreover, since ‘Qi is bad there exists a j= j(i) with 1 <j< M such that 
xj - 8 6! pi for any 8 E G, so xi 65 Vi by the facts that pi is prime and pi # !Y, 
again. Hence Vi # V (1 < i ,< m). So V - Uy= r Vi # 0 and we can take [ to 
be any linear form in V- Uy!“=, Vi. This completes the proof of Lemma 10.2. 
We recall the definitions of the multiplicative set A and special ideals in 
31 introduced in Section 9. For any special homogeneous prime ideal Cp we 
define the stabilizer S(Y) to be 
s(rp)=(pEP”+‘IB(p)‘Q=cP}. (10.18) 
LEMMA 10.3. Suppose that 13 is a good proper special homogeneous 
prime ideal. Then 
(1) Zi, - ai&, E Y for some a, E C (1 < i < n). 
(2) S(V) = lOI* 
(3) B(p) ‘Q is a good proper special homogeneous prime ideal for every 
PEP”+‘. 
Proof. By Definition 10.1, we have xi - ai E “‘p for some ai E @ 
(1 < i < n). Note that Z,, rf !J3 since Cp is special and Z,, E -4. So 
Zi, - a,Z,, = h(~i - ai) E ha(Q = 13 (l<i<n) 
by (10.10). This proves (1). 
Suppose now p E S(V). Then 8’(p)!Jl= $3. By Lemma 9.4 we see that 
a(-tp)v = 9 (t = 1, 2,...). 
This and (1) show that 
zi(J - q-G, E a(-tP)‘P (l<i,<n,t=1,2 ,... ). (10.19) 
Since Fp is a proper special homogeneous prime ideal, ‘Q vanishes at some 
point of r, say, 
Y co) = (UI + oopl )...) fJn + %P,) x WC0 * u) 
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( see [22, p. 495]), where (I = (a, ,..., a,)E @“+I. Now (10.19) and 
Lemma 9.5 imply that 
Ui + UOai + t@i + popi) - Ui = 0 (1 < i < II, t = 1, 2 ,... ). 
This together with (5.2) yields p0 = .+a = p, = 0. So p = 0, and (2) follows. 
By Lemma 9.5, we see that kf(p)‘Q is a proper special homogeneous prime 
ideal for any p E @“+I. It remains to verify that iT’(p)l, is good. We remark 
that 
(10.20) 
since hH, E J? by Lemma 9.1. Further 
““(qp)w = a(P)‘p (10.21) 
by (10.10) and Z,,,@ 27(p)!@. Now (1) implies 
So by (10.5) we have 
Hp * (Xi + Pi + PoPi - ai> E ‘(I Va> (l<i<n). 
Thus 
xi + Pi + POPi - ai E “Ca(P>V> (l<i<n), 
since “(iY(p)!$) is prime by Lemma 10.1 (7) and since H,g “(cT(~)!Q) by 
(10.20) and (10.21). Hence Z(p)?) is good. The proof of (3) and therefore 
of the lemma, is complete. 
11. CALCULATION OFP,,...,P~+, 
It can be shown that for 1 < r < n + 1 there is a connected algebraic 
subgroup of G = Gi x E (introduced in Section 9) of codimension r (see 
Lemma 11.1 below). According to [22, Sect. 11, let pr be the minimum 
corank of any subgroup of r which lies in some algebraic subgroup of G of 
codimension r. In this section we shall prove some lower bounds for 
p1 ,,.., p,,+ I . It is easily verified that 
p, = rn? corank(r n H) (l<r<n+ l), (11.1) 
where H ranges over all algebraic subgroups of G of codimension r. We 
remark that we may assume that the minimum in (11.1) is taken over all 
641/20/l 4 
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connected algebraic subgroups of G of codimension r. To see this, let H be a 
fixed algebraic subgroup of G of codimension r such that 
corank(r n H) = p,, (11.2) 
let Ho be the connected component of H, and let 1 be the index of Ho in H. 
Then Ho is a connected algebraic subgroup of G of codimension r since 
dim Ho = dim H (see Bore1 [9, pp. 86-881). Hence 
corank(r n Ho) > pr. (11.3) 
On the other hand, if elements ar ,.., a,,, of Tn H are linearly independent 
over Z then so are the elements la, ,..., la, of l-n Ho. This observation 
together with (11.2) shows that 
corank(rn Ho) < p,. 
On combining this and (11.3) we get 
corank(rn Ho) = p,. (11.4) 
Now the above remark follows from (11.4). 
LEMMA 11.1. Suppose H is a connected algebraic subgroup of 
G = G,” x E. Then either H = W x E or H = W x {y(O)}, where W is a 
subspace of the vector space 6” over @. 
Proof: Let n;, 7~; be the projections from G to Gi and E respectively. Let 
i:H-+Gbetheembedding.Thenn,=z~oi:H+G~andz,=z;o i:H-+E 
are homomorphisms of algebraic groups. Therefore W = n,(H) and 
Y = 7cz(H) are connected algebraic subgroups of Gz and E respectively. Thus 
W is a subspace of the vector space C” over C (this fact can be shown by 
some elementary arguments; see also, for example, Kolchin [ 151) and Y is 
either E or {v(O)}. We can also regard rrr , rc2 as surjective homomorphisms 
of algebraic groups from H to W and Y (with kernels N, and N,) respec- 
tively. Then 
N, = {(O,..., 0)) x Y’ 
is an algebraic subgroups of H, so Y’ = q(Nr) is an algebraic subgroup of 
Y. Similarly 
N, = W’ x {w(O)l, 
where W’ is a subspace of W. We divide the proof into two cases according 
to whether Y’ = E or Y’ # E. If Y’ = E then { (0 ,..., O)] X E = N, & H, 
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whence W x { ~(0)) s H. So W x E s H. Further, H c W X E obviously. So 
H = W x E. If Y’ # E then dim Y’ = 0 and the cardinal 1 Y’ / of Y’ is finite. 
We assert that Y # E. For if Y = E then there exist v(z) E E with finite 
order m > 1 Y’ 1 and (a, ,..., a,) E W such that (a, ,..., a,) X V(Z) E H. Then 
(m(a, ,**-, a,>> x ~40) = m - ((a, ,..., a,) x vdz)> E H. 
So m(al ,..., a,) E W’, whence (a ,,..., a,) E W’. Thus (a, ,... , a,) x ~(0) E 
W’ x {y/(O)] = N, c H. On combining this and (a, ,..., a,) X w(z) f El, we 
get 
(CL.., 0) x v(z) E H. 
Hence v(z) E Y’, a contradiction to the fact that v(z) has order m > 1 Y’ I. 
Thus the assertion Y# E follows. Therefore Y= {w(O)} and H = 
W x {v(O)}. This completes the proof of Lemma il. 1. 
We recall that r is an P-module of rank 12 + 1 over P, which is generated 
by Y,,,..., y, (see (9.7)) over P. Let 
r, = P n + ~~, ,..., P,). 
For any ya = @, ,..-, P,> + P~GC, ,..., P,J VA = @I ,..., ~3 + PA@, q-4q P,) with 
&, ,..., p,) E P+ ‘, @b ,..., p;) E P”+ ‘, and for any u E P, we define 
Y, + Y:, = @I + PI Y-*3 P, + Pi> + @o + PIW, 3*-*> P,), 
OY, = (Wl >***, UP”> + (~POW, 3***3 Pd 
Then r, becomes an F-module. Note that r, has rank n + 1 over P by 
(5.2). For any P-submodule r’ of r we write rank,r’ for its rank over P. 
The same notation will be used for P-submodules of r,. Obviously 
rank r’ = 2 rank, P. (11.5) 
Note that rn H is an P-submodule of r for any connected algebraic 
subgroup H of G by Lemma 11.1. Obviously, r, n W is an F-submodule of 
r, for any subspace W of 6”. 
LEMMA 11.2. Let W be a subspuce of the vector space 6” over G. Then 
we have 
rank4’n (W x Iv(W) < 1, (11.6) 
and if dim W= v < n then 
rank,(fn (W x E)) < v. (I 1.7) 
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ProoJ Write rn (W x {w(O)}) = A and 0 = (O,..., 0) E F”+‘. To show 
(11.6), we treat two cases. If A = {y”‘} then rankpA = 0. If A # (y”‘}, we 
can fix ycp’EA with Ofp E Ccn”+‘. Let y(O) (o E fran+‘) be any non-zero 
element of A, so o # 0. Now I&I . u) = u/(O), ~(0 . u) = ~(0) together with 
(5.1) give O#p.u~p and Ofa.u~.Y. So there exist VZEZ, a,/?~/’ 
with ma/3 # 0 such that 
mp.u=aw,, ma. u=@,. (11.8) 
By (11.8) and (5.1) we get p’p=a’o with O#p’=mp~p and Ofa’= 
ma E Fp. Hence p’ycp) = a’$“). We conclude that rank,A = 1 in the case 
when A # {y(O)); (11.6) is thus established. 
We now proceed to prove (11.7). Since 7r: y’@ + ybP’= 
@r + popI ,..., p,, + p,J?,) is an p-module isomorphism from r to r, by (5.2), 
and since Q-n (W x E)) = r, f~ W, we can regard II as an @-module 
isomorphism from r n (W x E) to r, n W. Hence 
Let 
rank,(rn (W x E)) = rank&, n W). (11.9) 
e, = Co, ,..., B,). e, = (1, 0 ,,.., 0) ,..., e, = (0 ,..., 0, 1). 
Denote by x and x0 the canonical maps from C” to @“/W and I-, to 
r,/(r, n W), respectively. Evidently, x(e,),..., x(e,) are a set of generators of 
C”/W over @. Let t=dimC”/W=n-v, so l<t<n. Without loss of 
generality, we can assume that x(er),...,x(e,) are a basis of @“/W. Put 
.I= {O, 1, 2 )...) n}\( 1, 2 )...) t). To show (11.7) it sufftces to verify the assertion 
that 
Xo(ej,>, xo(elL x0@,) are linearly independent over cp” for some j, E J. 
(11.10) 
for this implies that 
n + 1 - rank&, n W) = rank,JQ/(r, n W) > t + I, 
whence 
rank,@, n W) < n - t = v, 
which together with (11.9) yields (11.7). We now deduce a contradiction 
from the falsity of (11.10). Suppose (11.10) is false; i.e., for every j E J 
are linearly dependent over p. 
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Then for each j E J there exist pj, pi, ,..., pjl in F such that 
PjXo(ej) = i PjiXo(ed3 Pj f  OY (11.11) 
i= 1 
where pi # 0 is implied by the linear independence of x(e,),..., x(e,) over C. 
So we have 
I 
PjX(ej) = C PjiX(ei) (jETI. 
i=l 
(11.12) 
By (11.12) and e,=P,e, + .a. +Pne,, we obtain 
x64 = 5 PiX(ei) = 
i=l 
2 (Pi + ’ @,i/PjlP,) X(ei>. 
i=l j=ttl 
On combining this and (11.12) with j= 0, we get 
i 
i 
-POi /PO + Bi + c 
i=l j=r+l 
@ji/Pj> p’) X(ei) = O* 
Hence, again by the linear independence of x(er),..., x(e,) over C, we obtain 
-POilPO + Pi + : @jilPj> Pj = O (1 < i< 0, 
j=t+ I 
a contradiction to (5.2). So (11.10) is established. This completes the proof 
of (11.7) and Lemma 11.2. 
By (11.1) and (11.5) we have 
~1,=2(n+ l)-m;xrank(rnH) 
=2(n+ l)-2m;xrank&nH) (l<r,<n+ l), (11.13) 
where H ranges over all connected algebraic subgroups of G of codimension 
r. From (11.13) and Lemmas 11.1 and 11.2 it is easily seen, by some simple 
calculations, that the following lemma is valid. 
LEMMA 11.3. We have 
P,h v+ 1) (l<r<n- l), 
P, 2 2n, 
P n+l=w+ 11, 
where (11.14) disappears in the case when n = 1. 
(11.14) 
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12. PRELIMINARIES FOR THE ALGEBRAIC PART 
The following two lemmas were proved more generally in Brownawell and 
Masser [lo] and in Masser [21], respectively, but for convenience we record 
them here. 
LEMMA 12.1. Suppose that 3 is a proper homogeneous ideal of 3 of 
rank r satisfying 1 < r < N - 1, and let P E !I be a homogeneous polynomial 
of degree D > 1 such that 3 : (P) = 3. Then for the ideal C = (3, P) we have 
rankI!=r+ 1, degX!=Ddeg3. 
Remark. The condition that P does not lie in any of the prime ideals of 
Cr implies that 3 : (P) = 3. 
LEMMA 12.2. For an integer s with 1 Q s < N t 1 let Pt,..., P, be 
polynomials in 3, and put 3 = (P, ,.,., P,). Then tf 3 * is a non-zero proper 
ideal of ?R it has rank at most s. Furthermore if3 * has rank s it is unmixed. 
Recall the definition of the homogeneous prime ideal 0 (see (9.6)). Let 
t=2nt 1 and 
Q=Z;,Z,,-4Z& t g,Z&,Z,, t g,Z,$, fo=4Q=Y:-4Y:+ g,Y, + g3. 
(12.1) 
Then 
rank (fi = t (12.2) 
(see [ 13, pp. 6, 111). For later references we now show that 
“6 = (fJ. (12.3) 
By (9.6) we have “0 3 (f,) since “6 = (0). Further, “0 is a prime ideal of 
rank t - 2n = 1 by Lemma 10.1, (7), (12.2), and the fact that 8 is a 
homogeneous prime ideal containing 6 and Z,, & CIi; df,) is also a prime 
ideal of rank 1 since fO is irreducible. Now (12.3) follows from these obser- 
vations at once. 
LEMMA 12.3. The degree of 8 satisfies 
deg 05 < 3 . 4”. (12.4) 
Furthermore there exist homogeneous polynomials P, ,..., P, in ‘3 such that 
the ideal 3, = (P, ,..., Pt) satisfies 3,* = 8. 
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Proof: On applying [22, Lemma 5] to the variety c@P” X [P’) = Z(G) 
and recalling that rank 6 = 2n and 6 is generated by homogeneous 
polynomials of degree 2 (see (9.3)), we obtain 
deg G < 2’” = 4”. 
On noting that 6 is prime and Q @ 6, we see, by Lemma 12.1, that 
rank(6, Q) = 2n + 1 = t, deg(G, Q) Q 3 e 4”. Since 8 3 (6, Q) by (9.6) and 
these both have rank t. 
deg 8 ,< deg(G, Q) S 3 -4”. 
The second assertion of the lemma is a direct consequence of [22, 
Lemma 61. 
For f, g E !Rt, we write 
f-g (mod fo) 
if f - g E (Jo). In Section 14 we need the following 
LEMMA 12.4. For any integers i, > 0, i, > 0 there exist polynomials 
A,( yJ, A I ( yz) A *( y2) in C [ y,] with degrees at most 2i, /3 + i, < i, + i, such 
that 
Y?Y?-‘&(YJY: +Al(Y*)Yl fA*(Y*) (mod fd 
Proof: Without loss of generality, we may assume i, = 0. Write i for i,. 
The case when 0 < i < 3 is trivially true. Suppose that Lemma 12.4 holds for 
all i’ with 0 < i’ < i (i > 3). Then there exist Bj(y,) E C[yz] (j= 0, 1, 2) 
with degrees at most 2(i - 3)/3 such that 
y’, = (l/4) yt-3 .4y; 
= (%(YJ Y: + Bl(YdYl + B2(YZ))(&Yl + Y: + &!A (mod f,) (12.5) 
since 
4y: = &Yl + Y: + g3 (mod fd (12.6) 
From (12.5) we obtain, using (12.6) again, Ai E C[ y2] (j = 0, 1, 2) with 
degrees at most 2(i - 3)/3 t 2 = 2i/3, such that 
Yt ‘A,(Y,) Y: +A,(y,) Yl +A,(Y*) Wdfd. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 12.4. 
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LEMMA 12.5 (Masser). Let R be an algebraically closedfield of charac- 
teristic 0. For integers I > n > 1 and D, > l,..., D, > 1 let P, ,..., P, be 
polynomials in Q[x, ,..., x,,] with 
Then if the ideal (P,,..., Pt) is proper and non-zero, it has at most 
n”D, . . . D, isolated prime ideals of rank n. 
Proof The case when D, = .. . = D, is given in [23, Sect. 21. For the 
general case, see the Appendix. 
For m > 1 we denote by Zm the usual additive group of elements 
v = (sl )...) s,)forsi~Z (l,<i<m).ForrealnumbersS,>O,...,S,>Owe 
denote by Z”‘(S, ,..., S,) the subset of Lm consisting of elements 
v = (sl )...) sm) with 0 < s1 < S, ,..., 0 < s, < S,. 
The following lemma is a modification of [2 1, Lemma 31. 
LEMMA 12.6. Suppose for some real S, ,..., S, with 0 < S, < .. . < S, 
there is an equivalence relation on Zm(S, ,..., S,) with B equivalence classes. 
If 
s, **. s ,+I-,>B 
for some integer q with 1 < q < m, then there are elements v, ,v; ,..., vq, v; of 
Lrn(S, )...) S,) such that vi is equivalent to vi (1 < i < q) and the dtflerences 
vi - v1 ,..., vi - v4 are linearly independent over L. 
Proof We proceed in a way similar to the proof of (21, Lemma 31. A 
subgroup U of Zm is called a coordinate subgroup if it is defined by the 
vanishing of a (possibly empty) subset of the m coordinates. Such an U is 
clearly divisible; i.e., if .lv E U for some 0 # 1 E Z and v E Z “‘, then v E U. 
Write U(S, ,..., S,) = Un iZ”(S, ,..., S,) and U, = Z*(S, ,..., S,). We assert 
that there exist coordinate subgroups U, ,..., U, and elements vl, vi ,..., vq, vi 
of Zrn(S1 )...) S,) such that Ui- I 3 Ui, the rank of Vi is m - i, the elements 
vi, vi are equivalent, and the differences v! - vi lie in Ui-, but not in Vi 
(1 < i < q). This assertion can be proved by some modifications of the 
arguments in 121, Lemma 31; i.e., replace Zh, Z”(N), and U,(N), 
1 < r < k - 1, by Zm, H”(S, ,..., S,), and U,(S, ,..., S,), 1 < r < q - 1, 
respectively, and replace (2), (3) in [21, Lemma 31 by the assertions that 
Hrn(S, )...) S,) contains 
([s,] + 1) ... ([s,] + 1) > s, .-. s, >B 
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elements and that U,(S, ,..., S,) contains at least 
([S,] + 1) *** WJ + 1) 2 us,1 + 1) .** (L%+1-,I + 1) 
> S, --- S,,,-,>B 
elements, respectively. 
The linear independence over L of vi - V, ,..., VA - V, is implied by the 
above constructions and the divisibility of the coordinate subgroups. 
The proof of Lemma 12.6 is thus complete. 
For an integer I with 1 < r < n + 1, let 
P: = min(p,, prt ,,.-, pntl) (l<r<n+l) 
and let q, be the minimum corank of any subgroup A of the additive group 
P “+l for which there exists a special homogeneous prime ideal ‘p of rank 
t + r= rank 8 + r, such that rY(s)(Q = ‘p for all S E A, i.e., S(V) 1 A. On 
recalling that p + ycp’ is a group isomorphism from cQ”+’ to r, [22, p. 502, 
(23)] and our Lemma 11.3 imply that 
qr>P:> 2(r+ 1) (l<r<n-1), 
9, > P:, > 2n, (12.7) 
4 n+l>PA+1=2(n+ 1>, i.e., qnt 1 = 2(n + I), 
where the first row (in (12.7)) disappears in the case when n = 1. 
13. THE INDUCTIVE LEMMA: THE FIRST n STEPS 
For any real R, > 0 ,..., R, > 0 denote by @“+ ‘(R. ,..., R ,,) the set of 
P'@ o,..., p,) E en+ 1 with pi E e(Ri) (O< iQ n) and denote by 
QR ,, ,..., R,) the set of elements yCp’ E r for all p E O”+ ’ (R, ,..., R,). Let 
Fp, = P+ l(S, /(n + l),..., s,l(n + l))y 
Obviously 
((0 ,..., O)x~(o))=r,,,~r,~-..~r,cr,=T(S, ,..., S,). (13.2) 
Suppose now Proposition 5.1 is false. That is, there exists a polynomial 
0 # P(Xl ,..., X”, v) E ~[x,,.**, x,, y] satisfying (5.8) and (5.9) (for later 
convenience, we shall write y, for JJ). Then we proceed to prove the following 
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Inductive Lemma, from which we shall deduce a contradiction and 
Proposition 5.1 will be established by this contradiction. 
Recall L, = [L], M, = [Ml, rank (li = 2n + 1 = t, and 3, = (P, ,..., P,) is 
the ideal in Lemma 12.3 so that 3,* = 8 = I(G) (see (9.6)), whence 3, 
vanishes on G. 
For later convenience, for any f E !lI, = C [xi ,..., x,, y, , y,] we denote by 
deg, f and deg,f the total degrees off in x1 ,..., x, and y, , y,, respectively. 
INDUCTIVE LEMMA. Let r be an integer with 1 < r < n + 2. Then there 
exist homogeneous polynomials P,, , ,..., P,, r in % such that 
(i) for r<n+2 and l<i<r, degP,+i=nL,, deg,,“P,+i<L, 
(1 <j< n), deg, aPl+i< 2’-‘M,; 
(ii) 3, = (P, ,..., P,, P,, , ,..., P,,,) vanishes on r,-, ; 
(iii) rankD,*=t+r; 
(iv) for 1 < r < rz, deg 3,* < 3 . 4”(nL,)‘; 
(v) the number of bad prime ideals of Cr,* is at most 
3 .4”-‘(n + l)“+‘L:-‘M,; 
(vi) the number of prime ideals of 3,*, , is at most 
3. 2”(n + 2)“+2L~M,. 
Proof of (i)-(iii) for 1 < r < n and of (iv). 
We proceed by induction on r. 
For r= 1. we set 
P t+*=Z&hp, 
where d > 0 is an integer such that deg P,,, = nL, (by (5.4) such d does 
exist). Condition (i) holds by ‘P1+ 1 = P and (5.8), and (ii) follows from the 
fact, which is implied by (5.9), that P,,, vanishes on r,, and the fact that 
3, = (P, )...) PJ vanishes on G 1 r,. To show (iii) and (iv) set 
3 = (Cr,*, Pttl) = (8, Pttl). We assert that P,, i $Z (Fj, for otherwise we 
should have P = ‘Pt+, E “8 = (y: - 4~: + g,y, + g3) by (12.3), and this 
contradicts the fact that P # 0 and degyz P = 0. Thus, by Lemmas 12.1 and 
12.3, we have 
rank 3;=rank@+l=t+l, 
deg 3 = deg P,, 1 .degC5<3.4”nL0. 
Now 
so rank 3,>rank3=t+ 1. On the other hand rank3,“<t+ 1 by 
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Lemma 12.2 and the fact that 3: # % since CrT vanishes on To. Hence 
rank 3 F = t + 1. Furthermore 
deg 3: < deg 3 < 3 .4” nL,. 
This completes the proof for the case I = 1. 
If n = 1 there is nothing more to prove for proving (i)-(iii) for 1 < r < n 
and (iv). So we suppose that n > 2 and (i)-(iv) have been verified for some r 
with 1 < r < n - 1. We start by constructing the appropriate polynomial 
P I+r+ i. Then we verify (i)-(iv) for r + 1. 
Since rank 3;: = t + r, the ideal 3,* is unmixed by Lemma 12.2. Hence 
every prime ideal of 3,* is of rank t + r. Choose an arbitrary such prime 
ideal ‘p to be fixed in the next few paragraphs. 
We first prove that 
g’(p>3,“gv (13.3) 
for some p E P, = P”+‘(S,J(n + l),..., ,S,/(n + 1)). If (13.3) is false, then 
K’(P) 3: G cp for all p E F,. (13.4) 
Note that 3,*, and therefore rP, are special homogeneous ideals in the sense 
of Section9, since 8 =3,* G 3: c!J3 and (3;:)* =3:, ?s* =‘p. On 
applying 8(-p) to (13.4), we deduce that 3,* G a(-p)V by Lemma 9.4. By 
Lemma 9.5, a(-p)CQ is prime of rank t + r. Thus A?“(-p)‘$l is a prime ideal 
of 3,* for every p E PO. 
We now define an equivalence relation on 
z 0 = z2(n+yso/(n + l), S&n + l),..., s,/@z + I), S,/(n t I)). (13.5) 
There is an isomorphism T from .Zzcn+ ‘) to P’+ ’ which sends 
v = (ro, so ,..., rn, SJ E Z 2(n+1) to p = (r. + sor,..., rn t s,r) E b”+l. Clearly 
T(h,) = eo. We say that the elements v, v’ of Z, are equivalent if the 
elements p = T(v), p’ = T(v’) of @, satisfy 8(-p)(p = a(-p’)V; i.e., on 
recalling (10.18), p’ - p E S(v). The number B of the equivalence classes 
does not exceed the number of prime ideals of 3:. The latter number is at 
most deg 3:, since 3,* is unmixed. Thus we have 
B < 3 - 4”(r~L~)~, 
by the inductive hypothesis (iv). So by (5.5) we can apply Lemma 12.6 with 
q = 2(n t 1) + 1 - 2(r t 1) to Z, and the equivalence relation defined above, 
and therefore see that there exist q pairs of elements v,, vi,..., v,, v; of Z, 
such that VI is equivalent to vi (1 < i < q) and vi - u, ,..., uJ - v4 are linearly 
independent over Z. Let p”’ = T(u; - vi) (1 < i < q). Then p(l),..., pcq’ lie in 
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S(Y) and are linearly independent over Z’. Hence corank S(‘$) < 
2(n+ 1)-q=2(r+ l)- 1. 
On the other hand, by the definition of q, (see Section 12) and (12.7), we 
have corank S(v) > q, > 2(r + 1). We have thus deduced a contradiction, by 
which (13.3) is established. 
Hence there exists p E P0 such that 
It follows that 
(13.6) 
where E(p) is defined in Section 9. For otherwise we should have 
B(p) 3: = (E(p) cr;, o>* E (q3, o>* = ‘p * = cp. 
We now assert that 
E(P) 3, @ v* (13.7) 
For (13.6) implies that there exists R E 3,* such that E(p)R @G ‘Q. There also 
is R, EM such that R,R E Cr,. Since E(p)R, E-4 (by Lemma 9.3) and 
tJJnA=@ we have E(p)R,&?). Hence E(p)(R,R)=E(p)R,. 
E(p)R 6Z v, This verities (13.7). 
Since 3, = (P, ,..., P,,,) it follows from (13.7) that 
E(P) pj cf p (13.8) 
forsomejwithl~j~t+r.Infactwehavej~t+l,sinceforl~i~twe 
have E(p) Pi E E(p) @ E 8 G ‘$3 by Lemma 9.3. 
Let d, = deg, “Pj, d, = deg, “Pj, d = max(d,, dJ. Then by the inductive 
hypothesis (i) and (5.4) 
deg Pi = nL,, d,<nL,, d, < 2’-‘M,,, d< nL,. (13.9) 
By (10.5) and (13.9) we obtain 
“CE(P) pj> = Hff’f with d’ = nL, - d, > 0, (13.10) 
where 
f  = Ht2 "pj(xl + Pl + POP1 T.**Y x,, +P,, +~Ad’p/~,n G,,lHp) (13.11) 
is a polynomial in 3,. By (13.9), (13.11) we have 
deg,J Q Lo, deg, f < 2’M,. (13.12) 
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Hence “f E 9l is homogeneous of degree d” < n&, by (5.4). Set 
Q, = Z$-“” “J: 
Then Q, is homogeneous with 
deg Qq = nL,, , deg.Ti "Qv G Lo 9 
by (13.12) and (10.3). We now prove that 
Q,W 
and 
QV vanishes on I-, 
It follows from (10.4) and (13.10) that 
(13.13) 
deg, ‘Q,< 2”M, (13.14) 
(13.15) 
(13.16) 
for some integer m, > 0. Hence by (10.6) there is an integer m, > 0 such that 
Z;;‘b’E(p) Pj - Z;16’(“HJd “f E G G $3. (13.17) 
Now (13.8) gives Z:,,??(p) Pj @ ‘p since Z,, & ‘Q. This together with (13.17) 
and hH,6Z ‘$3 (since hH EA by Lemma 9.1) implies that “f $ ‘$J, and 
therefore (13.15) follows Ly (13.13). 
Since by the inductive hypothesis (ii), 3,, and therefore 3,*, vanish on 
r r-1, Lemma 9.5 and the fact that p E To imply that U(p) g;,* vanishes on 
r,. Hence the polynomial E(p) Pj E 8(p) 3;: vanishes on r,.. On combining 
this observation and (13.17), recalling 6 s 6 = I(G) and the fact that Z,, 
and hHp are in A, we conclude that “f vanishes on I-, and therefore (13.16) 
follows by (13.13). 
Thus for each prime ideal Fp of 3,* we have constructed a homogeneous 
polynomial Q,E % satisfying (13.14~(13.16). By (13.15) and [lo, 
Lemma 51 there exists for each prime ideal ‘Q of 3,* a constant A,E C such 
that 
(13.18) 
for any prime ideal ‘$3’ of 3,*, where the sum is taken over all prime ideals !J 
of 3:. Obviously, Pt+,+l is homogeneous by (13.14). Now (i), (ii) for I + 1 
follow from the inductive hypotheses (i), (ii), the definition (13.18) of 
P t+r+l, (13.14), (13.16), and (13.2). It remains to verify (iii) and (iv) for 
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r + 1. Let 3’ = (cI,*,P,+,+,). Then (13.18) and the inductive hypotheses 
(iii), (iv) imply, by Lemma 12.1, that 
rankD’=rankD,*+ l=t+r+ 1, (13.19) 
degD’=degP,+,+, . deg D,* < 3 . 4”(nL,,)““. (13.20) 
Since 3,Y,, = (3r,Pt+r+l )* 13’, (13.19) yields rank 3,*,, > t + r + 1. On 
the other hand, noting that 3;1*, , # R (since c1,+ i, and therefore 3,*, i, vanish 
on r,), Lemma 12.2 implies that rank 3,*, i < t t r + 1. Hence 
rank Cr r*, , = t + r •t 1; i.e., (iii) for r + 1 is verified. Furthermore since 
D,?+i 2 Cr’ and these have the same rank, we obtain deg 3;,*, i < 
deg 3’ < 3 . 4”(nLJ’+i by (13.20); i.e., (iv) for r + 1 is proved. Thus we 
have completed the inductive proof of (i)-(iii) for 1 < r < n and the inductive 
proof of (iv). 
14. THE FINAL Two STEPS; 
THE PROOF OF PROPOSITION 5.1 (COMPLETION) 
Proof of the Inductive Lemma (Completion). We first prove (v). Let 
(14.1) 
Obviously ‘u is homogeneous. Recalling (P, ,..., P,)* = 3,* = 8 (see 
Lemma 12.3) and 3, = (Pi ,..,, P,, P,, i ,..., P1+,), it is easily seen that 
3, c ‘3 G 3,*, whence 3,* c ?I* G (3:)” = 3,*, i.e., 
Suppose that 
3; = a*. (14.2) 
21=(-pi (6 = yi> (14.3) 
is an irredundant primary representation, all Qi, and therefore Fpi, being 
homogeneous (see [30, Vol. II, p. 153, Theorem 91). If all prime ideals of 3: 
are good, (v) is trivial. So by (14.2), (14.3), and [30, Vol. I, p. 225, 
Theorem 171 we can assume that there exists a subset J # 0 of the indices i 
such that j E J if and only if Cpj is a bad prime ideal of 3:. 
For each j E J, !IJj is special, with 
rank7)j=rank!3z=t+n, (14.4) 
since 3,* is unmixed by (iii) for r = n and Lemma 12.2. Evidently, !$Jj is an 
isolated prime ideal of ‘u, since U* = 3,* is unmixed and ‘Qj is a prime ideal 
of 2I”. 
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By Lemma 10.1, we see that 
“%!I = (-) aQi, (p& = yli,), (14.5) 
i’ 
where i’ ranges over all i with Z,, & ‘Qi, is an irredundant primary represen- 
tation. Note that “vj is a prime ideal of “2I (i.e., J is also a subset of the set 
of the indices i’), since ‘$3, is special whence Z,, CC ‘$3,. Further, we assert that 
‘(Qj is isolated. For “pi,~ “pj implies, by (lO.lO), that ‘Pi, = “CPiS G 
ka13j = qj. This yields, since ‘Qj is an isolated prime ideal of ?I, that 
‘pi, = Qj, and therefore ‘!Qi9 = ‘Qj. 
By Lemma 10.2, there exists a linear form 
withaiEC (l<i,<n)suchthat 
“‘Qjnc[c] = (0) (.i E J). (14.6) 
Without loss of generality, we may assume a, # 0. Let 
4 = G [t;l\CO I.
Then A, is a multiplicative set in %, = C [x, ,..., xn, y, , y,]. Denote by 
(S,),, the quotient ring of 31, with respect to Ji. For an ideal a in %,, write 
ae for the extended ideal, and write aec for the contracted extension with 
respect to Ai. By [30, Vol. I, p. 225, Theorem 171, 
.(“ay = (-) (aQi”)e, dm = (“!g i”)e, (14.7) 
i I, 
where i” ranges over all i’ with ‘CpiC n&i = 0, is an irredundant primary 
representation. It follows from (14.6) that (“‘Qj)’ is a prime ideal of (?I)’ for 
all j E J, i.e., J is a subset of the set of the indices i”. We assert further that 
(“‘Qj)’ is isolated for all j E J. For (“!lIi,,)” G (a(pj)e implies, by [30, Vol. I, 
p. 225, Theorem 171, that “‘pi,, = (‘(pi,,)” G (acQj)ec = “15,. This yields, since 
'Vj is an isolated prime ideal of “8, that ‘(Qi,,= “‘Jj, therefore 
(“Qi,r)’ = (“!Jlj)‘. M oreover, by [ 30, Vol. I, p. 224, Theorem 16, Corollary 1 ], 
Lemma 10.1, and (14.4), we have 
rank(avj)e = rank “!JIj = rank lJj - 2n = n + 1. 
Thus, summing up, we have proved that 
(“!IJj)e is an isolated prime ideal of (‘91)e of rank n + 1 (j E J). (14.8) 
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We now observe that 
(~f)x,=~~~~~~~~...~~,~Yl~Y*l (= St,, say) (14.9) 
by a, # 0. Further, by (12.3) and (14.1) we have 
(14.10) 
where f0 = yz - 4~: + g,y, + g, (see (12.1)). By Lemma 12.4 and (i) for 
r = n, there exist f, ,..., f, in %i satisfying 
“p,+,-f, (modf,) (1 <m < n> (14.11) 
and 
deg,, f, < L,, deg,, f, < 2, deg,, f, < 2”-‘M, (2 < 1 ,< n, 1 < m < n). 
(14.12) 
By (14.10), (14.11) we get 
“‘u = dfo,f,,...,f,>. (14.13) 
On substituting (l/ai)([ - azxz - ... - a,~,) for xi, we can rewrite f, ,..., f, 
as 
fm(x , ,a.*, X”, Y,  9 Y*> = w,(L x2 Y.‘., x, 3 Yl 7 Y*) E % (1 <m < n). (14.14) 
It follows from (14.12) that 
degxl K,, < 2-h 3 deg,, IJI,,, < 2, degYz w,,, < 2”-‘M, (2 < I < n, 1 < m ,< n). 
(14.15) 
We see from (14.13) and (14.14) that (%?I)e is an ideal of Y1, generated by 
fo,w ,,..., 8yn ; i.e., 
y2qe = St, 9, y‘ = If, 3 WI Y..., w,]. (14.16) 
Let D be an algebraic closure of the field C(c), 
~4=n[X*,...,X,,Y1,YZl. (14.17) 
Obviously W, is a subring of S4. In this and the next paragraph, we write, 
for an ideal b of ‘S1,, b” = R,b, the ideal of gl, generated by 6; and write, for 
an ideal b ofSd,Bc’=23nS3. ForjEJlet Fp (E%J beanyprime ideal 
of (“q$)” (= ((“q$)‘>‘,; some similar notations will be used later on in this 
paragraph). Then 
p>,,’ G ‘p, (14.18) 
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since (a%)e G (“Vj)’ and (nl)j)ee’ ~!j3. Moreover, by [30, Vol. II, 
pp. 224-225, Theorem 361 and (14.8), we have 
73" = (QVj)e, rank(‘pJ@ = rank ‘$ = rank(aCDj)e = n + 1. (14.19) 
Further, we assert that 9 is an isolated prime ideal of (“II)“‘. To see this, it 
suffices to prove, by (14.18) and [30, Vol. I, p. 221, Theorem 71, that if ‘Q’ is 
any prime ideal of !R4 satisfying 
( =qee G 9 ’ c rp (14.20) 
then Fp ’ = 13. Now (14.20) together with (14.19) implies, by [30, Vol. II, 
p. 221, formula (l)], that 
(q)e = (qy’C’ & ($‘)” s tp” = (“gj)e, 
This and (14.8) show, by [30, Vol. I, p. 221, Theorem 71, that 
('P')" = ("'Qj)', (14.21) 
since (‘0 ‘)” is trivially a prime ideal of !R1, = (% l)A,. By (14.19~( 14.2 1) and 
the fact that (Y’)“” c $3’ which is easily verified, we obtain 
rank 7, = rank(“!@j)ee’ = rank(l)‘)c”’ Q rank Y’ < rank !J.J. 
So rank Fp ’ = rank ‘Y& On combining this and (14.20), we conclude that 
q ’ = g, and therefore Y is an isolated prime ideal of (?I)” of rank n + 1, 
and in addition, (%)“’ # 31,. 
By (14.8) and the above assertion we see that for each jE J, ‘pj 
corresponds at least one isolated prime ideal of (?I)” of rank n + 1. 
Furthermore on utilizing (14.19) and the fact that for each j E J 
(a?)j)ec= “13, (by (14.6)), h“!Jj=Yj (by (10.10) and the fact that Vi is 
special), it is easily verified that for distinct elements (if any) j, , j, of J, ‘$lj, 
and vj2 correspond to distinct isolated prime ideals of (Q‘Zl)ee’ of rank n + 1. 
But (‘21)ee’ # 91d as remarked above, and 
(Q,)ee’ = !x4(LI(U)e = 914Y 
by (14.16). So on applying Lemma 12.5 to YXd = .R[x, ,..., x,, y,, y2] and the 
ideal !R,P’, we see immediately, by (14.16), (14.15), and 2”-lM0 2 2 (since 
M > 2 by (5.4)), that the cardinal IJI of J, i.e., the number of bad prime 
ideals of D,*, satisfies 
IJI < (n + 1)“+‘(2L,)“-’ . 3 . 2”-‘A&,= 3 . 4”-‘(n + l)“+%;--I&. 
Thus (v) is established. 
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Now we proceed to prove (i)-(iii) for r = n + 1. We first show 
that for each prime ideal Y of 3,* there exists some p E r. = 
P*+ySO/(n + l),..., s,/(n + 1)) such that 
B(P) 3; !z ‘p. (14.22) 
Suppose that this is false; i.e., 
B(P) 3: G v for all p E F. ; (14.23) 
we shall deduce a contradiction. On utilizing (iii) for r = n, by some 
arguments similar to that in Section 13, it is easily seen that a(-p)‘P is a 
prime ideal of B,* for every p E PO. We now define an equivalence relation 
on Z, (Z, is defined by (13.5)). Recall T is the isomorphism from ZZCn+r) to 
P”’ defined in Section 13. We say that the elements V, V’ of Z, are 
equivalent if the elements p = T(v), p’ = T(v’) of PO satisfy 8(-p)‘p = 
8(-p’)!#, i.e., p’ - p E S(V). Since a(-p)!J is a prime ideal of 3,* for 
every p E PO, the number B of equivalence classes does not exceed the total 
number of prime ideals of Cr,*. Since 3,* is unmixed (by (iii) for r = n and 
Lemma 12.2), we have 
B < deg 3;: < 3 . 4”(nL,)” 
by (iv) for r = n. But the conditions (5.7) and (5.4) imply that 
W(n + 1))’ .** (S,/(n + l))‘> 3 . 2”(n + 2)“+*LV4 
> 3 . 4”(nL,)” > B, 
so we can apply Lemma 12.6 with q = 1 to L, and the equivalence relation 
defined above, and see that there exist distinct p, p’ in P0 satisfying 
P’-PEW@). A ccording to Lemma 10.3 (2) and Definition 10.1, this shows 
that !J3 is bad prime ideal of 3:. Hence Z(-p)‘p is a bad prime ideal of 3: 
for every p E $ by Lemma 10.3 (3) and Definition 10.1. Therefore, the 
number B of equivalence classes satisfies, by (v), that 
B,< 3. 4”-‘(n + l)“+‘L;-‘MO. 
Now the condition (5.6) enables us to apply Lemma 12.6 with q = 3. Hence 
we see, similarly to Section 13, that rank S(‘$) > 3, i.e., 
corankS(V)<2,-- 1. 
On the other hand, since !j3 is a special homogeneous prime ideal of rank 
t + n, we must have, by (12.7), 
corank S(Y) > qn > 2n. 
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We have thus deduced a contradiction from the falsity of (14.22). This 
contradiction establishes (14.22). From (14.22), by the similar pattern of 
arguments as in Section 13, we can construct an adequate homogeneous 
polynomial P,, n + , and see that (i)-(iii) hold for r = n + 1. 
We now prove (vi). Let 
‘u, = (~,p~+l,...>pI+n+*). 
From this we see that every prime ideal !I3 of 3,*, 1 is an isolated prime ideal 
of ?I, of rank c + n + 1, since 3z+i is unmixed with rank t + n + 1 (by (iii) 
for I = n + 1 and Lemma 12.2) and ‘$I nd = 0. As in the proof of (v), we 
see that “Fp is an ‘isolated prime ideal of “U, . By G E 0 G 13 and Z,, 6? ‘$, 
Lemma 10.1 (7) implies that 
rank “Cp = rank ‘$3 - 2n = t + n + 1 - 2n = IZ + 2. 
So “!II # !ll,, whence 9, # 31, since “‘?I, c “Y. Furthermore if ‘p # ‘$3 ’ are 
any prime ideals of 3;+, then “‘Q # “Fp ’ by (10.10) and the fact that 
Z,, @? ‘p, Z,, & $3 ‘. Thus we conclude that the number of prime ideals of 
3:+ i does not exceed the number of isolated prime ideals of “VI, of rank 
n + 2. Now by (12.3), (i) for r = n + 1, Lemma 12.4, we see that 
aU,=(fO,apt+l,...,apt+n+l) 
= (fo~flY..~fn+l>~ (14.24) 
where f, = yi - 4~: + g,y, + g,, f, ,...,f,, are the polynomials in ‘X1, 
satisfying (14.11) and (14.12), and f,,,, E 9, satisfies uPt+n+l =fn+, 
(modf,) and the conditions 
d%+f,,+,<L,(1<~~n)~ deg,,fn+l<2~ deg,2fn+l<2”~o. (14.25) 
On applying Lemma 12.5 to 3t, = C [xi,..., x,, y,, y2] and the ideal 
“‘u, = (fo,fi,...,f,+J and utilizing (14.12), (14.25), 2”M, > 2 (since M> 2 
by (5.4)), (vi) follows immediately. 
To complete the proof of the Inductive Lemma it remains only to verify 
(ii), (iii), for r = n + 2. Arguing as before, on combining (vi), (5.7), 
Lemma 12.6 with q = 1 and the fact that qn+l = 2(n + 1) (by (12.7)), we see 
that for each prime ideal ‘$ of Cr,*, i there exists some p E @, such that 
Z(P)3,“,,sLrp. (14.26) 
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As in Section 13, it is easily seen from (14.26) that 
for some i with 1 <i<n+ 1. Set QIp=E(p)P,+i. By [lO,LemmaS] there 
exists &, E C for each ‘p such that 
for any prime ideal !B ’ of 3; rT, i , where the sum is taken over all prime ideals 
v of 3;+,. Now it is readily verified that (ii) and (iii) hold for I = n + 2. 
This completes the proof of the Inductive Lemma. 
Proof of Proposition 5.1 (Completion). From the falsity of 
Proposition 5.1, we have, by the Inductive Lemma, constructed the ideal 
gn*t2. This is a homogeneous ideal of R = C[Z,,,..., B,,] of rank 
t + n + 2 = N + 1. Since there is only a single homogeneous prime ideal 
9Jl = zoo,..., 
SL 
Z,,) of % of rank N + 1, the ideal 3:+ 2 must be primary with 
3,*,* = W. This implies that 3,*,* has no zeroes on IP’, so in particular 
none on IY Hence 3n+2 has no zeroes on r, which contradicts the fact that 
3 n+2 vanishes on r,+ i = {(O,..., 0) x v(O)} E r (see the Inductive Lemma, 
(ii) for r = n + 2). This contradiction proves Proposition 5.1. 
On recalling the remark at the beginning of Section 9, the proofs of 
Theorem I’, Theorem 1, and its Corollary are complete. 
APPENDIX: PROOF OF LEMMA 12.5 
We start with a general remark. Let 3;, !@ be arbitrary non-zero proper 
ideals of a commutative noetherian ring ‘8, with ‘$I prime. Then a necessary 
and sufftcient condition that ‘$ should be an isolated prime ideal of 3 is that 
there should exist an integer e > 1 and an element 01 of R not in ‘$I such that 
For let 
(A.11 
3=Q,n*-*nQm (fi=g,i (O<i<m)) (A.21 
be an irredundant primary representation with exponents e,,..., e, (i.e., e, is 
the least positive integer such that ‘pfi E Qi). For the necessity we may 
suppose that ‘$I = ‘p,, is isolated; then it is minimal among V,,,..., rQ,,, and so 
we can select ai in Cpi not in V0 (1 < i Q m). Now (A. 1) follows with 
a=aTl...a 2 and e = e,. For the sufficiency we observe that the right-hand 
inclusion of (A.l) implies that at least one of the prime ideals (QO,..., !BQ, is 
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contained in !j? ; we may suppose that ‘pO E CQ and that ‘p,, is minimal among 
such prime ideals contained in ‘$3. Then clearly @,, is minimal among 
v Y,, 0 ,***, and hence it is an isolated prime ideal of 3. Now the left-hand 
inclusion of (A. 1) leads to age E ‘$Ipo, and as a is not in ‘Q, it is not in ‘$,,, 
whence Fp E ‘p 0. Thus ‘$I = ‘$ ,, . This establishes our opening remark. 
To continue the proof we fix elements 8,,..., 13, of R such that 
ei f ti (l<i<n) (‘4.3) 
for every isolated prime ideal (x1 - rl ,..., x, - <,) of 3 = (P, ,..., P,) of rank 
FL Put E=D, .a’D,, Ei=E/Di (1 <i<n) and 
If (x, - r, ,*-*, x, - <,) is an isolated prime ideal of 3 of rank n and q, ,..., v,, 
are any elements of f2 satisfying 
rfi + Bi = ti (1 <i<n) (A-5) 
we proceed to show that ( y1 - ql ,..., y, - 17”) is an isolated prime ideal of 
3 = (Q, ,..., Q,) of rank n in a[ y, ,..., y,]. 
This is geometrically obvious, but we can argue algebraically as follows. 
By our opening remark we can find an integer e > 1 and a polynomial 
A (xl,..., xJ in n[x 1 ,..., xn] with A(<, ,..., <,) # 0 such that 3 lies in 
tx, - <I ,*--, x,, -t,> and contains A tx, ,..., XJ * (Xi - f&.y (1 < i ,< n). 
Replacing xi by y”i t oi (1 < i Q n), we see from (A.4) and (AS) that 
3 lies in (y:l- q:l,.,., yfv - r,~fn) G (y, - ql ,..., y, - q,) and contains 
B,(Y, Y.--T y,)( yff - t,$i)’ (1 < i < n), where 
BdY 1 ,..., y,) = A(yf’ + 6, ,..., y;” t 8,). 
Here B,,(q I ,..., q,)=A(<, ,..., <,)# 0 by (A.5). Hence 3 contains 
WY 1,..., Y,)(Yi - Vi)’ (1 < i < n), where 
Bty,,..., Y,) = 44~ 
Now 
and by (A.3) and (AS) we have vi # 0 (1 < i Q n); hence B(q, ,..., II,) # 0. 
Thus by our opening remark (y, - ?,I, ,..., y, - q,) is indeed an isolated prime 
ideal of 3, smce ( y , - q, ,..., y, - ?“YG ((Yl - r,Y-7-*, (Yn - rl,)‘) for 
f=n(e- l)+ 1. 
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Now suppose there are exactly N > 1 isolated prime ideals 
(XI - 6 ,*-*, x, - c&J of 3 = (P,,..., Pr) of rank n. By selecting all roots 
of (AS) and using (A.3) we see that each of these gives rise to 
E, ... E, = En-’ different isolated prime ideals (y, - 7, ,..., -vn - q,) of 
3 = <Q, >..., Q,) of rank n. Plainly the resulting NE”-’ such ideals are all 
different. But the polynomials Q,,..., Q, have total degrees at most 
D,E, + a.. + D,E, = nE by (A.4), and hence by the Corollary in 
(23, Sect. 21 (we remark that the results of [23, Sect. 21 are valid for 
arbitrary fields K being algebraically closed and of characteristic 0) we must 
have NE”-’ < (nE)“. Therefore N < n”E = n”D, ..a D,, which establishes 
Lemma 12.5. 
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